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UNITED NATIGNS I O'RMATIO ,FF1,C
ý610 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 20, N. Y.*

An agency of:-the governments of Anatralia. Bnltiam.
Canada, China. Czechosloakiat France, Grea Britain.
Greece, India, Lasembo urt. The Netherlands, New
Zea land, Norway, The Philippines, Poland. Snuth
Africa and Yugoslavia; the Danish Legation end
the gnvernment af the United States of America.

CIRCLE 5-8060

TBE UNITED NATIONS

The following countries hav-ing
NATIONS, either on Januaty 1st and 2nd, 1942
indicated,-constitute the UNITED NATIONSp"

U.S.A.
United Kingdom
U.S.S4R.
China
France (Jan 4 1, 1945)
Australia
Belgium
Bolivia (Ap:', 27, 1943)
Brazil (Febi 8j 194$)
Canada
Chile (Febi 14,4 2945)
Colombia (Jan. l7 i 1944)
Costa Ric&.
Cuba
Czechoslovakia
Dominican Republic
Ecuador (Feb. 14, 1945)
Egypt (Feb. 28, 1945)
El Salvador
Ethiopia (July 28, 1942)
Greece
Guatemala
Haiti
Honduras

signed the DECLARATION~ BY UNITED
or latet where other da~te is

250
26o
27.
280,
29,
30.
31i
32.
33s
34.
35.
361
87'
38,
39,
40.
410
423
43.
44,
45,
46,
47o

Ind ia
Iran (Sept. 14, 1943)
Iraq (Jan. 16, 1943)
Lebanon (Mar. 28, 1945)
Liberia (April 10, 1944)
Luxembourg
Nvexico (June 5, 1942)
Nether lands
liew Zealand
Nicaragua
Norway
Paname;
Pbýraguay (Feb* 14ý 1945)
Peru (Feb. 14, 1945)
The Philippines (June 14,1942)
Poland
Saudi Arabia (not yet signed)
Syria (March 28, 1945)
South Africa
Turkey (Feb. 28, 1945)
Uruguay (Feb. 24, 1945)
Venezuela (Feb. 20, 1945)
Yugoslavia

Representatives of one other country should be added to thip
list, for they were fighting on the common team against the common enemies:-

Denmark

The King and Government of Denmark having been held under duress
in the homeland, the Danish Minister in Washington signified the adherence of
all Danes in the free world to the common causeý,

March 30, 1945

2.,

4.
54

16.
17.
18.
19.
10.
11,
122
23.
14.
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An agency sf:-the governments of Australia, Belgium.
Canada. China, Czechoslovakia. France. Great Britain.
Greece, India, Luxembourg, The Neotherlands, New
ZZenod N orway. ThoI Ph Il1PPInes, Poland. South

Afrea and Yugoslavia; the Danioh Legation and
the governemnt of the United Staten of America.

CIRCLE 5-8060

UNITED Nb.TIONS

Populat~ion anid Area

COUNTRIES

AUSTRLLIA (1942)

BELGIUM (1930)

I0LIVIYL (193 5)

BR&ZIL (1940)

CANLDA, (1941)

CHILE (1940)

CHINI, (1936)
(excluding Manchuria)

COLOMBIA. (1942)

COSTA RIOAL (1943)

GUBA (1938)

OZEOHOSLOVAKIAý (1930)

DOMINICIAN REPUBLIC (1942)

ECUADOR (1.942)

EGYPT (194-2)

EL SALVADOR (1941)

ETHIOPIL (194 ?)

GREAT BRITAIN (1931)

GREECE (1928)

GUATJhIALL (1940)

POPULATI'ON

7,196,622 *

8,092,004

3,336,296*

41,3561605

112 506t655

422,'707,868*

9,523,200

689,354*

4,227,587

14,729,536

1l,826l,407

31085t871

17, 287,000*

44,937,444

6,204, 684

3,284,269

* est~imated figures

AREA (SQUARE MILES)

23,974,581

11,755

506, 792*

3,275, 510

3t466,556

286,322

2t903,475*

439,997*

23,000*

44,164

54:1244

19,332

275,936*

386~,198

13,176

3471090

899041

50r147

45,452



HAITI (1936)

HONDURALS (1940)

INDL. (1931)

IRAN (193 -? )

IRAQ (1935)

LEBANON (1935)

LIBERIA (193 ..?)

LUXEMBOURG (1935)

MEXICO (1940)

NETHERLL'NDS (1938)

NEt? ZEALA.ND (1936)

NIC!ARLGUA, (1141)

NORWAV-Y (1930)

PANALMA (1940)

PARAGUAY (1941)

PERU (1940)

PHILIPPINES (1941)

POLIND (1939)

SALUDI AýRLBIA (194-)

SYRIA (1935)
1 1ý 1

TURKEY (1-934)

UNION OF SOUTH .FRIC,, (1936)

U.S.S.R. (1939)

2-

1,1051,504

10,0001000*

3V'560,456

862$ 618

lt50ol0O0*

2960913

19,473p 741

8,728,569

I t5 73, 810

1 ,013,946*

21814,194

631, 549

1, 040, 42 0*

6,207,927*

1609712100

34,775,698

71000,000*

9,589t898

170,467,000

lOi204

44.275

1$581.,410

628, 000*

116,600

3,600

43,000*

999

763t944

12, 712

103,723

57,143

124y556

28, 576

153,447

482, 133

115 6o00

150,470

54,.300

472,494

8,173,550

* estimated figures

A



A

103 a

U. S.A. (3-940)

URUGU!AY (1941)

VENEZUELL. (1936)

YUGOSLLVIA (1951)

131,1669,ý275

31,491t159

13s934t038

2t97tI,28

72, 153

3 52,j14:3

95t576

estimated figures

Figures for Ethiopia and Saudi Arabia from "Britannica, Book of the Year", 1944

Figures for all other countries from "The Statesman's Year-book't , 1944
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An agency of:-the governments of Australia. Belgium.

Canlada, China. Czechoslovakia, Fra nce, Great Britaig.
Greece. India, Luxembourg. The Netherlands. New
Zealand.' Norway. The Phlllnnines. Poland. South
Africa and Y u gslavia ; the Danish Lenatien and
the government of the United States ef Amcerica.

CIRCLE 5-8060

HEADS OF_ UqIT5P-. Nit~ION8 GOVEREMENTS

AUSTRALIA

BELGIUM

BOLIVIA,

BRAZIL

CANADA

CHILE

CHINA

COLOMB IA

COSTA RICA.

CUBA,

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

EDUADOR

EGYPT

EL SALVADOR

King George VI
HR.H, The Duke of Gloucester, Governor-General and.

Commander-in-chief
Hon, John Curtin, Prime Minister

King Leopold III
Achijlle Van Acker, Prime Minister

Major Gualberto Vrillarroel, President
Gustavo Chacon, Minister for Foreign Affairs

Dr. Getulio Dornelles Vargas, President
Dr. Leao Velloso, Acting Minister for Foreign Affairs

King George VI
The Earl of Athione, Governor-General
Rt. Hon. William Lyon Mackenzie King, Prime Minister

Juan Antonio Rios, President
Joaquin Fernandez, Minister for Foreign Affairs

Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, President of the National
Goverxnment., President of Exeautive Council (Yuan)

Dr. T.V*Soong, Minister for Foreign Affairs

Alfonso Lopez, President
Albert Lleras Camargo, Minister for Foreign Affairs

Drp Teodor Pioado4 President
Dr, Julio Acosta, Minister for Foreign Affairs

Dr. Ramon Grau San Martin, President
Dr. Gustavo Ctuervo Rubio, M1inister for r'oroign Affairs

Dr. Edvard Benes, President
Col. Zdenek Fierlinger, Premier

Rafael L~. 1r-1jill o Molina, President
Dre Manuael Pena Batlle, IIinister for Foreign Affairs

Dr. Jose Maria Volasco Ibarra, President
Dr. Camilo Ponce Enriquoz, Minister for Foreign Affairs

Hv.lg King Paruq I
blafmoud Fahmy El Nokrashy Pasha, Premier

General Castanoda Castro, President
Dr, Reyes Arrieta Rossi, Minister for Foreign Affairs
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ETHIOPIA

FRANCE

GREAT BRITAIN

GREECE

GIJATELALA

HAIT I

HONDURAS

INDIA

IRAN

IRAQ

Haile Selassie, Emhperor
B itwodded Lakonnen Idalkachaw, Prime Mini ster

General Charles de Gaulle, President of the Provisional
Gove rnment

Georges Bidault, Minister for Foreign Affairs

King George VI
Winston Churchill, Pi~me Einister

Archbishop Daanaskinos of Athens, Regent
Admiral Petros Vbulgaziis, Premier

Dr. Juan Jose Arevalo, President
Dr. Guillermno Toriello, Minister for Foreign Affairs

Elie Lescot, President
Gerard Lcseot, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs

and Religion

General Tiburcio Carias Andino; President
Silvorie Lainez, Minister for Foreign Affairs

Xing George VI, Emperor
Field w~arshall Viscount -,avoll, Vicoroy, Governor-General
ASSAMV Sir kohammed Saadullah
BENGAL -Sir Ehwaja Nazimuddin
PUNJAB M Aajor kalik Lhizar -Jayat Lh2an Tiwiana,
SIYD - Sir Ghulam Hussain LHidayatullah
ORISSA - Raja of Parlakimedi

Mohammed Roza Shah Pahlovi, Sovereign
Mortoza Gholi Bayat, ?Trime IJInister

King Faisal II, Sovereign
Prince Abdul Ilah, Regont
i-aindi Al Pachachi, Prime Minister

LEBANON

LIBERIA

LUXUmBOURG

LEXI CO

N~ETHERLANDS

NEWJ ZEALAND

NI CARAGUA

iBechara el Khoury, 2rosidont
Riyad es Solh, Premier

W~illiam V.S.Tubman, Presidont
Gabriel L. Dennis, linister for Foroign Affairs

Grand Duchcss Charlotto
PEtter Dupong, Pramier and Minister of Finance

General nanuol Avila Gemacho, President
Dr. Ezaguiel Padilla, h1inistar for Foreign Affairs

Queen Tilhelxina
Prof. Dr. P.tS. Gerbrandy, Prime kinister

King Goorga VI
Air :Larshal Sir Cyril Yewall, Governor-General
Rt. Hion. Peter Fraser, Primu winistor

General Anastasio Somoza, President
Dr. Lariano Arguello V/argas, kinistor for Foreign Affairs
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King Haakon VII
Johan Nygaard.3vold, Premier

Ricardo Adolfo do la Guardia, President
Roberto Jimenez, Minister for Foreign Affairs

Dr. Don Higinio Morinigo, President
Dr. Don Horacio Chir3.ani, Minister for Foreign Affairs

Dr. Manuel Prado, President
Dr. !ýIanuol Gallagher, Minister for Foreign Affairs

PHILIPPINES

POLAND

Sergiiz Osmena, President

Wla~dyslaw Raczkiewioz, President
Tomasz Aroiszewski, Prime M4inister

SAUDI ARABIA

SOUTH AFRICA

SYRIA

TURKEY

U.S.,S.R.

U.S.A.

URUGUAY

VENEZUELA

YUGOSLAVIA

King Ibn Saud
Amir Faisal, Minister for Foreign Affairs

King George VI
Nicolaas Jacobus Do Weot, Acting Governor-General.
Fiold-karshal Rt. Hon. J.C. Smuts, Prime Minister

Shukri Kuwatty, President
Fares el.-Khoury, Premier

Ismet Inonu, President
Sdkrdi Saraeoglu, Prime iLv-inister

1MikhaiJ. Kalinin, Chair:man of the Presidium of
the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R.

Joseph Vissarionovich Stalin, Chairman of the Council ofý
People's Commissars of the U.S.S.R. (Premier)

Viacheslav kMolotov, Commissar for Foreign Affairs

Harry S. Truman, President
Edward R. Stettinius, Secretary of State

Dr. Juan Jose Amezaga, President
Dr. Jose Serrate, Jhiinister for Foreign Affairs

General Isaias Ledina Angarita, President
Dro C. Parra Perez, Mlinister for Foreign Affairs

King Peter II
Dr. I. Shubashitch, Prime Minister, Minister for

Foreign Affairs

£:iaroh 31, 1945

NORWAY,

PANAMA

PARAGUAY:`

PERU
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An agency cf,-tho governments of Australia, Belgium.
Canada, China, Czechoslovakia, Flanges, Great Britain.
Greece, India, Luxembourg, The, Netherlands. New
Zea land. Norway, The Philipoln s, Poland. South"*O~i lio OF ICE Africa and Yugoslavia; the Danish Legation anld
the government of the United States of Amer[@&.
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UNITED NATIONS R-EPRESENTATIVES TO THE U.S.

Consular Representative in San Francisco

AUSTRALIA
DiplomatcRepresentative in the U.S.

Sir Frederick Egglest~n, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary,
3120 Cleveland Avenue, 71ashington, D.C.

Consular Renresentative in San Francisco

None, All business handled through British Consulate*

BELGIff
Diplomatic RLpesentativp3 in the U.S.

Baron Robert 8ilvercruys, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary,
1780 Massachusetts Avenue, W7ashington, D.C.

Consular Representative in San Francisco
Baron J. van der Elst
369 Pine Sto San Francisco, California

BOLIVIA
DiplomaticRepresentative in the U.S.

Senor Don Victor AndrFade, mbFaissador E'xtraordinary and Plenipotentiary.
3012 Massachusetts Avenue, ".7ashingtonj, DoC.

Consular Representative in San Erancisco
Santiago jordan 821 ihiarket St. 0an Francisco, Calif'ornia

BRAZIL
Diplomatic Representative in the U.S.

1,Mre Caries TMartins, Ambassador Exctraordinary and P).onipo-tentiary,
3000 Massachusetts Avenue, -Jashingtont D.C.

Consular Representative inJr San Francisco
Anibal de Savoia Limna, 62)5 L14arlret Sýt., San Francisco, California

CANADA
Diplomatic Rentresentative in the U.S.

Honorable L.B. Pearson, Amibassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary,
1746 hMassachusetts Avenue, "Tashington, M~,

Consular Re r~esontative in S&nFrancisco
Canadlian Trade Commnissionei
Associated Realty Bldg. 510 17. 6th St., San Francisco, California

CHILE
Diplomatic Representativ~ein the U.S.

Senor Don M~arcial 11eraq Amb issador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary,
230-5 21,s sac husetts Aven-ue, r.ashington7 D.'C.

Consular 'Re-presentative in San Francisco
Juan Pý11den~as,CIonsul General,
24 California S-t., San Francisco, California

CHINA
Diplomatic -Repre sent at ive in the U.S.

Dr. o Tao-ming, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
"Twin Oaks" 32215 7.Toodley Road, Wlashington, D.C.

Consular Representative ini San Francisco
Hong C#Tv Feng, Coftsul General
551 Montgomery St., San Francisco, California

COLOMBIA
Diplomatic 7e-presentativ6 in the U.S.

Alberto Vargas Narino;f Charge d'Affaires
1520 Twentieth 3St-reets1, Washington, D.C*

Consular Representatoiv'e in San Franoisco,_California

Carlos Ardila
214 Front Street, San Francisco, California
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COSTA RICA
Dipomatic Representative in the U.S.

S en-or Don Francisco de Po Gutierrez, Ambassador Exctraordinary and
Plenipotentiary,
2112 Si Street# IYlashingtont D.C.

Consular Representative in San Francisco
Fernando Soto-Guardia, 112 Market St., San Francisco, California.

C UBA
Diplomatic Representative in the U.S.

Senor Guillermo Belt, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
2630 Sixteenth Street, IfWashington, D.C.

Consular Representative in San Francisco
Mariano Escalonal' Consul Generalp
461 Market Street, San Francisco, California

CZEC HOSLOVAKIA
Diplomat,1ic _Rpresentative in the U.&~

IMro Vladimir Hurban, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
2349 Massachusets A-venuel ,f.ashingtlonf D.Co

Consular Rep e~entativce in San'Francisco
Bohus Benes? C6nsul General)?
690 Market Sto, San Francisco, California

DENMARK
Diplomatic Reresentative in the U. S*

Mr. Henrik de Xauffmanng Envoy Z-xtraordinary & M~inister Plenipotentiary
2343 Massachusetts Avenuel, 't~ashingtont D.C.

Consular Representative in San Francisco
Axel. CO.~ Sporon~-Fiedlers Consul General,
220 Montgomery Stv, San. Francisco 4, California

DOMINICAN REP ULI
Diplomatic Representative in the U.S.

Senor Don Emilio Garcia Godoy, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
4530 Sixteenth Street# , fashingto n,D.C,

Consular Representative in San Francisco
Dr. Jose Enrique Aybar, Consul Genera'l,
582 Market St., Room 702, San Francisco,, California

ECUADOR
Dinlomatic Representative in the U.S.

Senor Gale Plaza, Ambassador E xtraordi nary and Plenipotentiary,
2320 Bancrof't Placet, 'IVashington, D.130

Conslar..Representative in San Francisco
Luis Chiriboga,* 3"onsul General#
681 Market St., San Francisco, California

EGYPT
Diplomatic Representative in the U.S.

Mahmoud Hassan, Envoy Extriaordinary & Minister Plenipotentiary
2301 Massachusetts Avenue,, Washington, D.C,,

Consular Re resentative in San Francisco
Mre Simaika,, Consul General,'
41ý5 Ross Bldg.,, San Francisco, California

EL SALVADOR
Diplomatic Representative in the U.S.

Senor Don Roberto Castillof First'Secretary
2400 Sixteenth Street, 'JYashinp-ton, D.Co

Consular Reprsetaive in San Francisco
Julius Rosoveille, Consul General$
Russ Bldgo, San Francisco, California
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ETHIOP IA
Di lornatio Representative in th6 U.S.

Blatta Ephrern Te'walde Medhen, Envoy Extraordinary & Minister Plenipotentiary
2134ý Kaloramra Road, -Washington, D.C#

Consular T-4npr esentative in San Franc iscoo
NOnTe

FRANCE
Dirlom~atic P6Mpr esentative in the U.S.
Henri Bonnet# Ambassador Extraordinary &Plenipotentiary
2221 Kalorama Road, 7.ashington, D.C*

Consular Representative in San Francisco
Maurice Obref Consul General
690 Mvarket St., San Tranciscot California

GREAT BRITAIN
DipDlomatic Representative in the U.S.

T'he Right IHonorable the IE'arl of Hlalifax, KG. Ambassador Extraordinary
and Plonipotentiary,
3100 Massachusetts Avenuej ,IWashington, D.C#

Sir RI* Cam-pbell, K.Co'J,G., G.E., Envoy Extraordinary & Miinister Plenipotentiary
3126 0 Stre~et, '"!ashingtong D.C.

Mire H.e. Butler, O,#BE., Envoy Extraordinary & Minister Plenipotentiary
2859 lWoodland Drive, `Washington, D.C*

Mvr. Jo H. Mliagowan, C.MloG., 0.B.3E., Envoy Extraordinary and Minister
Plenipotentiaryt 2010 Cleveland Avenue, Washington, D.C.

Sir George Sanson., X,C,M,IG., Entvoy E7x-traordi nary and 1Minister Plenipotentiary,,
6302 Spruce Street, Chevy Chase, IN~aryland.

Consular Re pre sentative in San Francisco
G*., Fisher, Consul Ge-neral
310 Sansome St., San Francisco, California

GREECE
Diplomatic Re resentative in the U.S.

IMr. Cimon Po Diamantopoulos, Ambassadbr Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary,
2221 Mvassachusetts Avenuet ahntn D.C.

Consular Rprsentative in San Francisco
Pierre Depasta$' Consul Generalt
1182 Market St., San Francisco$ California

GUATEMALA
Diplomatic Representative in the U.S.

Senor Don Eugenic Silva Pena, iambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
1614 Eighteenth Street, W7ashington, D.C.,

Consular R.-presentative in San Francisco
Francisco Palorno, Consul General,
461 Market Sto, San Francisco, California

HAITI
Di-plomatic Reporesentative in the U.S.

Mr* Andre Liautaudq Amtbassador Extraordf.nary and Plenipotentiary
4842 Sixteenth Streott Iashington, D.,C.

ConslarRepresentative in San Francisco
None

HONDURAS
Diplomatic Representative in the U.S.

Senor Dr. Don Julian R. Caceres$ Ambassador Extraordinary and M1inister
Plenipotentiary, 2611 Woodley Place, W~ashington, D.C.

Consular Representative in San Francisco
Jose M'varia Albir, Consul General# 461 Market St., San Francisco, California
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INDIA
Diploma~tic Representative in the U.S.

The Hionorable Sir Girja Shankar Bajpai, KBaE., C.IvE., Envoy Extraordinary
and iEinister Plenipotentiary, 2700 Macomb Stroet, 71ashington, D*C.

Consular Rprsntative in San Francisco
None

IPUNT
DLiplmatic Re-presentative'in the U.So

11ro Mlohanmed Shiayesteh, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary,
2315 i'Iassachusetts Avonue$ 'Yashington, D.C.

Consular Representative in SanFrancisco
None

IRAQ.
Diplomnatic Represbntative in the U.S.

1.1r. Ali Jawdat, Envoy Extraordinary and M1inister Plenipotentiary,
294ý1 Massachusetts Avenue, "ash1ingto2n, D.C.

.JUGO SLAV IA
DiplmaticRepresentative in the U.-S.

Dr. Ivan Franges, Charge d'Affaires, Royal Yugoslav Embassy,
2.500 Q Streett , ashington, NoluY,,. D.C.

Consular Re-presentative in San Francisco
None

LIBERIA
Diplomatic Re-presentative in the U.S.

Miss Carolyn V. Johnson, Consular Representative in New York
2_5 Beaver Street, New York City

LUXMAB0URG
Diio-matic 11epresentativb in the U.S.

11r. Hugues Le Gallais, Envoy Extraordinary and 11inister Plenipotentiary,
2200 M1assachusetts Avenue, 1,rashington, D.C.

Consular Repr~esentative in San Francisco
None. Affairs handled by Belgian Consulate

Im IC 0
Diplomatic Representative in the U.S.

Senor Dr. Don Ftanoisco Castillo Najerag Amnbassador Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary, 2829 Sixteenth Street, 'Washingtons D.C.

Senor Don Vicento Sanchez Gavito, Counselorr 4713 Morgan Drive,
Chevy Chase, Maryland

Consular Re-presentative in San Francisco
Alfredo Elias Callea, Consul C-eneralo 461 Market St., San Francisco, Calif'ornia

NTETHERLANDS
Di2-oloaýtic Representative inthe U.S.

Dro A. Loudont Amnbassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary,
2209 1W"yoming Avenue, "lashington, D.C.

Baron IT, van Boetzelaerq Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary,
4-500 Cathedral Avenue, 'r-ashington, D.C.

Mr. B. Kleijn Molekemp, Minister Plenipetent.az'Ys 3416 P Street,
WNashington, D.C.

Consular RepresentAtive in San F.~ancisco
Mire van 1Woerden, Consul General, Mills Bldg.,
220 Montgomery st., 49 Sa-n Francisco, Calif~ornia
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NEW ZEALAND
Di lomatio Re re s e tative in the U*.S

Carl A* Berendoon, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni-potentiary,
27 Observatory Circle, .Yashingtono D.C.

Representative in San Francisco
Mr. 8j.B. Pilcher, Honorary Agt. -for New Zealand Govt.
230 California Street, San Francisco, California

N ICARAGUA
Diplomatic Reprsentative in the U.S.
Senor Dro'Don Guillermo Sevilla Sacasa, Aimbassador Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary, 1627 New Hamtpshire Avenue, WL.ashington, D.7*_

Consular Representative in San Francisco
Carles Zeloyas Consul General, 461 Market St.., San Franciscog California

NORWVAY
Diplomatic Representative in the U.S.

Mr, if-ilhelm Munthe de M1orgenstierne, Ambassador Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary, 3401 Massachusetts Avenue, Washington, D.C*

Consular Repres6ntative in San Francisco
Jorgen Gal-bet Consul General*
244 California St., San Francisco, California

PANAMA
21atiatcRe-presentative in the U.S.

Mr. Samuel LewisI -Ambassador 'Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary,
2881 I."oodland Drive, I.Uashington, D.C,

Consular Representative in San Francisco
Ovidio Sosa, Consul General, 461 M1arket Ste.,
322 Shelton Bldg., San 31rancisco, California

PARAGUAY
Diplomatic Representative in the U.S.

Senor Dr. Don Celso R, Vclasouez, Amnbassador E_ýxtraord~inary and Plenipotentiary,,
5500 Sixteenth Street, 1.ashin 4 ton, D.C.

Consular Representative in San Francisco
Don Roberto Wilkinsont Consul General, 593 Market Ste,
San Franciscot Calfornia

PERU
Diplomatic Rerrsentative in the U.S.

Senor Don Pedro Beltran, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary,
3001 Garrison Street, "Washing-ton, D.C.

Consular Represehtative in San Franciso
11r. Mackhenie, _58 Sutter St., San Franciscos California

PHILIPPITT2 COMM2ONrUE7ALTH
Dipolomatic T~e-ý)reentative in the U.S.

Caries'P. Romulo, T~esident Commissioner to the U.S., 1717 Massachusetts
Avenue, 71ashington, D.C.

Resident Commissioner in SanF7rancisco
Jo.G. Dionisio, Suite 1108t 40.5 M-ontgomery St., San Francisco 4, California

POLAND
Dijlomatic Rlepresentative in the US.

Mrx Jan Ciechanowiskit *Ambassador Extraordinary & Plenipotentiary,
2640 Sixteenth Street, W11"ashington, D.C*

Mro Michal Kv.,npi szevwski, Linister Plenipotentiary, Counselor of Embassy,
2205 California Street$ W5ashinGton, D.C.

Consular Representative-in San Francisco
VW. Sokolewskit Consul General,
821 Market St., San Francisco, Cali~fornia



SYRIA
Diplmatc ýeM(Leattiv inthe U.S.

Dr, Nazem A?--Koudsip M~inister
Y7ashingtong DC.

TURKEY
Di ornatic Rer e sen tative in the U.S.

Mre Orhan :F. iolj Counselor of Emnbassy & Charge d'Affaires
2730 'Jisconsin Avenue, 7-Tashington, D.C.

Consular Representative in San Francisco
io n e

UNHION OF S.OUTrH AFRICA
Diplomat-ic Represen~tat'ive in the U.S.

Dro S.F.W. Gie, Envoy Extraordinary and M1inister Plenipotentiary1
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THE ATLANTIC CHARTER

Some notes on background and on United Nations
Agreements and Resolutions including reference
to the statement: also extracts from relevant
speeches by United Nations leaders.

The Atlantic Charter embodies certain United Nations basic principles:
around it discussion has ranged widely. Although promulgated almost four years
ago, opinions differ as to its status and scope. Some of this division of
opinion is due to the general rather than specific nature of the Charter. Much
of it arises from a lack of understanding of its origin and development. It is
not a statement of War Aims: one of the authors, President Roosevelt, was an
nffical of a country not yet at war. It is not a formal Agreement or Treaty.
It is a joint statement of principles, drafted in the names of two great
leaders - President Roosevelt and Prime Minister Churchill., and its terms were
later accepted by the Allies, and finally by all United Nations.

The development of the Charter following its original promulgation from a
battleship off the North Atlantic Coast of the United States has followed two
main lines. First, it has been embodied by reference in a considerable num-Cer
of important international documents and resolutions drafted by the United
Nations. Second, it has been explained and interpreted by responsible states-
men of the United Nations speaking on behalf of their governments in all parts
of the world, Thus,, it has become both a part of the treaty law of the wor2'd
and a part of the philosophical background against which the peace is being*
planned.

PART I - References in Treaties and Agreements.

Signed at Sea.

The Charter was drafted by President Roosevelt and Prime Minister Churchill
aboard the H.M.S. Prince of Wales "somewhere in the Atlantic" and issued to ti2e
press on August 14, 1941. It was transmitted to Congress on August 21,1941 and
referred to the Committee on Foreign Affairs in the form of a message from the
President of the United States (Document No. 358., 77th Congress, First Sess-4n.)

Confirmed by governments-.in-exile.

Six weeks later, on September 26th 1941', in the midst of tht, great air
raids, the governments-it-exile of Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Greece, Luxemboltrg,
the Netherlands, Norway, Poland., Yugoslavia; the representatives of General
De Gaulle; and the representative of the government of the USSR, met at St.S'mes.?
Palace., London, and made known "tei adherence to the common principles of
policy set forth in that declaration" (Atlantic Charter) and their intention to
cooperate in the best of their ability in giving effect to them.

Incorporated in-Lend-Lease Ay-reements.

Next., in Washington it was included in the Lend-Lease Agreement with
Great Britain, signed on Feb. 23, 1941. Article 7 of this agreement drawing
upon the economic and social principles of the Charter, provides for "~agreed
action by the United States and the United Kingdom, open to participation by
all other countries of like mind, directed to the expansion, by appropriate
international and domestic measures', of production, employment, and consumption
of goods, which are the material foundations of the liberty and welfare of all
peoples; to the elimination of all forms of discriminatory treatment in inter-
national commerce, and to the reduction of tariffs and other trade barriers,
and, in general to the attainment of all the economic objectives set forth in
the Joint Declaration made on August 12,, 1941, by the President of the United
States of America and the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom."

Similar Lend-Lease agreements including reference to the Atlantic Charter
have since been signed with many other countries.



I.L.O.-Conference

The ILO Conference, held in New York from October 27 to November 6,, 1941,
adopted the following resolution: "Whereas by the Atlantic Charter the Presi-
dent of the United States of America and the Prime Minister of the United King-
dom have announced eight common principles in the national policies of their
respective governments on which they base their hopes for the better future of
the world, and, whereas, these principles have been approved by all the allied
governments, and, whereas, the fourth and fifth and sixth peace principles are
as follows: (See 4.5,, and 6th Sections of the Atlantic Charter); the Conference
of the International Labor Organization endorses the aforementioned principles
of the Atlantic Charter, requests that the fullest use be made of the machinery
and experience of the 210 in giving effect to these principles, and pledges the
cooperation of the International Labor Office in their implementation (White
Paper CMD 6315).

De~claration of the United Nations.

Again in Washington., on January 1, 1942 in the Declaration by United Nations,
the signatories subscribed to the principles of the Atlantic Charter. Twenty-
six nations signed that declaration at that time; since then the number of
signatories has increased to forty-seven.

Pan-American Confirmation

The Charter's next confirmation came from the 21 American Republics whose
representatives met at Rio de Janeiro, from January 15-28, 1942. The Conference
resolved "to take note of the contents of the Atlantic Charter and to express
to the President of the United States of America its satisfaction with the in-
clusion in that document of principles which constitute a part of the juridical
heritage of America in accordance with the convention on rights and duties of
states approved at the Seventh International Conference of American States held
at Montevideo in 1933."1

Two Treaties -- AU1o-Iran-Soviet Treaty of Alliance and
Lnglo-Sov~i t Treaty of Mutual Assistance.

On January 29, 1942, a treaty of alliance between the United Kingdom and
the Soviet Union and Iran was signed having in view --

The principles of the Atlantic Charter jointly agreed upon and announced
to the world by the President of the United States of America and the Prime
Minister of the United Kingdom on the 14th August 1941, and endorsed by the
Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on the 24th September 1941.

The first appearance of the Charter in a bi-laterial treaty occurs in the
Anglo-Russian Treaty of Mutual Assistance, signed in London May 26, 1942. The
preamble states: "lDesiring, moreover, to give expression to their intention to
collaborate closely with one another as well as with other United Nations at the
Peace settlement and during the ensuing period of reconstruction on a basis of
the principles enunciated in the Declaration made August 14, 1941, by the
President of the United States of America and the Prime Minister of Great Britain.,
to which the government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics has adhered....

Four-Natio~nDeclaration

The Charter was similarly introduced in the Joint Four-Nation Declaration
signed in Moscow November 1, 1943. The Declaration reads: "'The Governments of
United States of America., United Kingdom the Soviet Union and China united in
their determination, in accordance with the declaration by the United Nations
of January 1, 1942, and subsequent declarations to continue hostilities against
the Axis powers.....,t"

TeheranMee~i~nk

On December 1, 1943, the leaders of Great Britain, the USSR., and the
United States of America, declared in their statement r~egarding Iran that "ther
count upon the participation of Iran together with all peace-loving nations in
the establishment of international peace, security and prosperity after the war
in accordance with the principles of the Atlantic Charter, to which all four
governments have continued to susrb.

Canberra Agleement

Part of the official statement on the Agreement reached between Australia
and New Zealand at Canberra, January 21, 194/,, reads as follows: "fThe two-



Governments declare that in applying the principles of the Atlantic Charter to
the Pacific., the doctrine of trusteeship (already applicable in the case of the
mandatory powers) is applicable in broad principle to all colonial territories
in the Pacific and elsewhere, and that the main purpose of the trust is the wel-
fare of the native peoples and their social, economic and political development."

Anglo-American Oil Accord

The first draft of the Anglo-American Oil accord (Aug. 8., 1944), which has
since been amended, included the following passage:

"tThe Government of the United States of America and the Government of the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland.o.......recognize: that
such supplies (of oil) should be available in accordance with the principles
of the Atlantic Charter and in order to serve the needs of collective security"
(New York Times,, August 9, 1944).

Crimea Conference

The official statement of the Crimea Conference (Feb. 11, 1945) in its De-
claration on Liberated Europe states: "The establishment of order in Europe and
the rebuilding of national economic life must be achieved by processes which will
enable the liberated peoples to destroy the last vestiges of Nazism and Fascism
and to create democratic institutions of their own choice. This is a principle
of the Atlantic Charter - the right of all. people to choose the form of govern-
ment under which they will live - the restoration of sovereign rights and self-
government to those peoples who have been forcibly deprived of them by the
aggressor nations." And states that "'By this declaration we affirm our faith
in the principles of the Atlantic Charter ..... "1 And once in the section on
Unity for Peace as for War: "Only with the continuing and growing cooperation
and understanding among our three countries and among all the peace-loving
nations can the highest aspiration of humanity be realized - a secure and last-
ing peace which will,, in the words of the Atlantic Charter, afford assurance
that all the men in all the lands may live out their lives in freedom from fear
and want."

Mexico Cjity

Finally the Inter-American Conference on Problems of War and Peace,, which
met at Mexico City, (March 8, 1945) resolved: "tThe Governments of America
rcý!f~irm the principles and purposes of the Atlantic Charter,"



STATEMVENTS BY UNITED NATIONS LEADERS

PART 11 on the

"tATLANTIC CHARTER"

AUSTRALIA:

Herbert V. Evatt, M~inister for External. Affairs., Canberra, September 3., 1942

The name "Atlantic Charter" does not refer only to the Atlantic region or
to Powers having interest in the Atlantic. The Charter derives its name from
the place where it was signed. The 28 nations which have subscribed to it ex-
tend around the globe and the declaration is universal in its scope and appli-
cation. It follows that the future of the regions of the Pacific and of South-
east Asia are to be governed by the broad principles of the Atlantic Charter.

Some consequences of this may properly be suggested. The first principle
which must be applied is that of security. Accordingly in keeping with the
eighth principle of the Charter there should be established a system generally
which will be effective in these Pacific and Asiatic regions as in all other
parts of the world. Pending the establishment of such a system, the aggressor
must be disarmed. And that aggressor is Japan -- the only Pacific Power which
since 1931 has systematically employed its armed forces for the purpose of
territorial aggrandizement.

While security comes first,, the Charter also refers to the peoples of
Southeastern Asia and Southwest Pacific that they shall be able to live out
their lives in freedom from want as well as in freedom from fear. These people
cannot be excluded from 'the system of economic collaboration which the United
Nations have envisaged. Again it is elementary that future developments of the
people of China will no longer be obstructed by such restrictions on their self-
respect and their rights of self-government as are involved in the almost ex-
ploded doctrine of extraterritoriality. Equally we look forward to the people
of India developing into a truly self-governing nation. It is to be hoped that
they will soon understand that self-governing British Dominions like Australia
are none the less self-governing because they owe allegiance to the King or be-
cause they are associated together as members of the British Commonwealth of
Nations or because they are resolved to resist the invader to the death.

Herbert V. Evatt,, Minister for External Affairs,, New York, April 19, 1943.

By subscribing to the principles of the Atlantic Charter, the United Nations
have pinned their faith to a peace which will "afford to all nations the means
of dwelling in safety within their own boundaries, and which will afford assur-
ance that all the men in all the lands may live out their lives in freedom from
fear and want."

They also declared that,. while they believe in the eventual abandonment of
the use of force, aggressor nations must be disarmed pending the establishment
of a wider and permanent system of general security.

The n~ame "Atlantic" which was given to this solemn pledge does not refer
only to the Atlantic region or to powers having interests in the Atlantic. The
Charter merely took its name from the place where it was signed. The nations
which have now subscribed to it extend around the globe, and the declarationi is
Universal in its scope and application. It follows that the future of the natioý
of the Pacific and of south-east Asia are to be given the benefit of the broad
Principles of the Atlantic Charter.

Some consequences of this may now be suggested. The first principle which
must be applied is that of security from aggression, or freedom from fear.
Accordingly, in keeping with the eighth principle of the Charter, there should
be established a system or systems of general or regional security which will be
effective in these Pacific and Asiatic regions as in all other parts of the
world. Pending the establishment of such a system., the aggressor should be
disarmed, And that aggressor is Japan -- the only Pacific power which since
1931 has systematically employed its armed forces for the purpose of territorial.
aggrandizement.

But) while security comes first, the Charter also assures to the peoples
of south-eastern Asia and the south-west Pacific that they shall be able to live



out their lives in freedom from want. Those peoples cannot be excluded from the
list of beneficiaries which the United Nations have envisaged as entitled to
"freedom from want." Therefore Australia., as a leading nation of the south-west
Pacific zone will have a very special concern in economic, as well as strategic
arrangements in that zone.

Herbert V. Evatt, Minister for External Affairs, in the House of Representatives,
Canberra, October 14, 1943.

I must say that I regard every word of the Atlantic Charter as of import-
ance, Australia should fight hard to see that its principles are carried into
practical effect to the greatest possible extent. If so, other Nazi and Fascist
Governments will not be permitted to substitute themselves for the regime of
Mussolini or Hitler.

In all apparent difficulties or complications the Atlantic Charter provides
us with a sure and certain guide to future policy ...... I...... emphasize that
Australia has a real concern in the ultimat~e European settlement., that the
broad principles of' such setblement are alieady indicated in tha Au'lantic
Charter, and- that special arrangements made as a result of the military exi-
gencies do not and cannot prejudice such final settlement. I think it is our
duty to contribute at all times toward the practical achievement of the positive
objectives stated by Allied leaders in their declarations. As I have indicated
to this House on previous occasions the objectives of the Charter, including
Freedom from Fear as well as Freedom from Want, are as applicable to the Pacific
as to Europe; but unless we do our utmost to see them translated into actuality
in Europe we will have little hope of doing so in the Pacific.

Herbert V. Evatt, Minister of External Affairs, to the Australian House of
Representatives, October 14, 1943.

Australia has a real concern in the ultimate Europen settlement that the
broad principles of such settlement are already indicated in the Atlantic
Charter and that special arrangements made as a result of the military exi-
gencies do not and cannot prejudice such final settlement. I think it is our
duty to contribute at all times towards the practical achievement of the posi-
tive objectives stated by the Allied leaders in their declarations. True., the
Atlantic Charter is not a treaty. It is something greater. It is a noble ex-
pression of objectives. Most remarkable of all, it was made when the United
States was not even in a state of war with any of the Axis powers.

As I have indicated to this House on previous occasions, the objectives
of the Charter, including freedom from fear as well as freedom from want, are
as applicable to the Pacific as to Europe. But unless we do our utmost to see
them translated into actuality in Europe we will have little hope of doing so
in the Pacific,

John Curtin, Prime Minister, speech to the Australian Labor Party Conference,
Canberra, December 14, 1943.

The principles of the Atlantic Charter on which the hopes for a new inter-
national order are based are a pledge that national policies will be directed
to the betterment of mankind and the creation of a permanent system of general
security. These principles of humanity must not remain mere words of encourage-
ment to the war efforts of the people of the United Nations. They must be trans-
lated now into plans for the day when Australia shall be called upon to imple-
ment them, It would be calamitous to be as unprepared for peace as we were for
war. The foundations of the new order, both national and international, must
be built while the spirits of the peoples of the United Nations are still at
those heights of nobility, comradeship and understanding to which their common
ordeals and sacrifices have raised them.

Dr. Herbert V. Evatt, Minister for External Affairs before the Australian
Parliament, July 19, 1944.

"It is obvious that the principles set out in the Atlantic Charter are of
general application., are not confined to Europe or the Atlantic Countries and
cover the Pacific as well as every other part of the post-war world,"



The Australian Labor Party at its Federal Conference on December 14,,1943,
carried a resolution submitted by Prime Minister John Curtin affirming "that
Australia should collaborate with other peace-loving nations in accordance with
the provisions of the Atlantic Charter to establish a peace which will confer
on all nations the means of dwelling in safety within their own boundaries,, and
which will afford assurance that all may live their lives in freedom from fear
and want."

BELGIUM:

Paul Spaak, Minister of Foreign Affairs, London, September 24, 1941

"The Belgian Government adheres without any reserve to this Charter. The
principles embodied in it are wise and constitute an ideal capable of real-
ization."

Paul Spaak, Minister of Foreign Affairs, London, May 18, 1943

I in no way dispute with the great nations what one might call their role
of leadership., but that role, which gives them even more responsibilities than
rightsj cannot be fulfilled by them -- at any rate by those who have accepted
the principles of the Atlantic Charter -- except in conformity with the rules of
the ideal for which they are fighting. A peace imposed on Ithe small and medium
States against their will, or even without their being fully admitted to the
discussion of all its conditions, would be the most absurd and fragile peace
ever made.

BRAZIL:

President Vargas, Feb. 6, 1943., Rio de Janeiro

Brazil, by its continued actions, in accordance with its foreign policy,
has always been a tenacious defender of the principles which are incorporated
in the Atlantic Charter and the principles underlying international law."

CHINA:

Quo Tai-chi, Minister for Foreign Affairs., Chungking, August 18, 1941

The Chinese Government and people whole-heartedly wolcome and endorse the
the joint declaration of President Roosevelt and Prime Minister Churchill on
the fundamental aims of the democratic powers in resistance to aggression.,
and the aspirations of all peaceful and freedom-loving peoples including the
peoples in the Axis countries themselves for a real new world order. China
feels all the more gratified inasmuch as the Eight-Point Program is essentially
in harmony with the principles of the Kuomintang and its fone' advocacy of
a "great commonwealth of nations".

Madame Chiang Kai-shek., Chicago, March 22, 1943

We should support the Four Freedoms which epitomize all that we want. We
should also support the men who fathered the Atlantic Charter, for we believe
that their purpose was not to tantalize the sorely tried, staunch peoples fight-
ing against violence, nor was it promoted by the necessity to meet the dire
need of the moment, but because they were convinced that a better world based
on those universal principles must come into being.

Chu Chia-hua., Minister of Organization of the Central Kuomintang, Vice President
of the Executive Yuan, on the occasion of the sixth anniversary of China's War,
Chungking, July 7, 1943.

Since the Atlantic Charter is, according to President Roosevelt's inter-
pretation, applicable to other regions., it should form in prosecution of the
war the common aim of all the Allied nations for the realization of which they
should fight to the end.



T. F.Tsiang, Director, Political Affairs Department of the Executive Yuan, on
Second Anniversary of the signing of the Atlantic Char-ter, Chungking, August
14, 1943.

The Atlantic Charter is a program of peace adopted by the United Nations.
What that charter specifically says is, of course, important. But what is be-
hind that Charter? What gives the charter life and reality is still more im-
portant. Briefly that charter crystallizes the deep virtues of heart and mind
of the generations between the two world wars. The two wars and the world dea-
pression taught us that political and economic exploitation between the peoples
of the world are both vain and ruinous, that no nation can be healthy or wealthy
alone. But there are ways and means for the nations to be healthy and wealthy
together and a right endeavor is along the path of internal organization0

Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, Chungking, May 31, 1942

China is convinced the principles of the Atlantic Charter were not empty
diplomatic phraseology.

In my mind, these principles should be applied not only to America and
Europe, but to all peoples and races, so that freedom, justice and equality
shall reign throughout the world.

T. V. Soong, former Chinese Minister for Foreign Affairs, New Haven.June 9, 1942
T. V. Soong, former Chinese Minister for Foreign Affairs, New Haven.June 9, 1942

"Our second objective is economic justice. Political and economic justice
go together; without the one the other cannot flourish. Asia is tired of being
regarded only in terms of markets and concessions, or as a source of rubber, tin
and oil, or as furnishing human chattels to work the raw materials. The Atlantic
Charter first enunciated by Roosevelt and Churchill and later adopted by all the
United Nations, may prove to be the Magna Carta of economic justice which must
be made a living reality."

Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek., New Delhi, February 21, 1942.

The Indian and Chinese peoples should give their united support to the
principles embodied in the Atlantic Charter and the Joint Declaration of the
twenty-six United Nations and ally themselves with the anti-aggression front.
The vast majority of world opinion was in full sympathy with India's aspira-
tions for freedom. I hope and believe that Britain without waiting for any de-
mand on the part of the people of India would as speedily as possible give them
real political power so that they would be in a position further to develop
their spiritual and material strength.

CZECHOSLOVAK GOVERNMENT.-

Jan Masaryk, Minister of Foreign Affairs, London, September 24, 1941

"The Czechosl~ovak government and our people at home are fully confident
that the application of the high principles of the Roosevelt, Churchill
Declaration will be in accordance with the special circumstances and needs of
the different parts of Europe and the world. The Declaration emphasizing the
necessity of restoring the sovereign rights and self-government to those who
have been forcibly deprived of them, gives us assurance that when victory is
achieved, the vital interests and sovereign rights of Czechoslovakia will be
restored and safeguarded."t

President Edvard Benes., Chicago, May 24, 1943.

The Atlantic Charter is a document of great theoretical and practical
political value, It does great honor to its authors. I have no doubt that
its majim principles will be realized after this war in some form, But its
authors and the other Governments which have accepted this program realize
two things from the very beginning -- two things which may be considered at
the same time as advantages and shortcomings of this important document.



It is a very general program, for it sketches out only main political
and moral principles. It will, therefore., be necessary at a given moment
to express these theoretical principles in the more concrete form of' prac-
tical political aims and decisions.

On the other hand, in a certain sense, it is an advantage that this
program., signed as early as the end of the first phase of the war., is so
universal. Let us recall Wilsonts Fourteen Points in the last war. They
were promulgated only towards the end of the war and meant to be only gen-
eral principles, yet in the end they furnished a comparatively complete and
detailed picture of the future peace. In this respect the Atlantic Charter
is undubitably a more cautious document end gives the United Nations greater
possibilities of adjusting their political plans to new conditions in
accordance with the development of the war, It thereby also makes the war
policy more realistic. In view of this fact, in the course of their negot-
iations with the British and ~American Governments regarding their association
with the Atlantic Charter certain Governmen-ts formulated certain reservations
from the very beginning.

DENMARK-z

Henrik Kauffman, Minister to the United States, Washington, January 2., 1942

The Danish Government in .'occupied Denmark, from where it had no means
of escaping, is under German &aress and thus is not free to sign the De-
claration by United Nations of January 1, 1942 .,....

The Danish Nation, though subjugated, now more than ever., believes in
the principles and purposes of the Atlantic Charter of August 14, l94l*
Danes in the free world feel pledged to contribute the best of their efforts
in the common struggle for victory over H-itlerism, adhering to the principles
of the Declaration of January 1, 1942, as if the Declaration had been signed
by a free Danish Government,

EGYPT:

Mahmond Hassan, Minister of Egypt, in Exchange of Communication with
Secretary Hull., November 20., 1943.

Egypt s.,.glad to be able to contribute its share, and associate in
such a system and order as evolved and provided for by the Atlantic Charter,
which stands as much for the Orient as for the Occident, and for the new world
as for the Old in bringing forward the trend for a modern lifeo of a high order,
In this connection, Egypt highly appreciates the decision that no discrimination
whatsoever be tolerated, that would divide races and peoples.

GREECE:

Emanuel Tsouderos, Greek President of the Council and Minister of Foreign
Affairs, London., September 24, 1941.

"This Declaration officially recognizes that the war aims of the Aillied
Powers remain on the same level as they have occupied in the consciousness and
soul of the free democratic countries of the world since the beginning of the
struggle, We are fighting for an ideal, to destroy the violent brutal methods
of force used by the aggressor and liberate the peoples of the world."

Philip Dragounis, Secretary of State for Foregin Affairs, Cairo,, Aug. 9p 1944.

"Greece cannot play her part as a true and wholehearted friend of the
great democracies of the west who are also the ruler- of the sea if she is
not made really safe in the spirit of the Atlantic Charter and the Four Freedoms.'

INDIA:

Sir Akbar Hydari, Member of the Viceroy's Council, New Delhi, Nov. 8,, 1941

"I have failed to discover any word which specifically says that the,
Charter did not apply to India,.... so far as I have been able to see,
Mr. Churchill himself said that the Joint Declaration.,,, applied to each
and every case. At the same time, he added that it did not qualify in any



way the various statements of policy which had been made from time to time
about the development of constitutional government in India. Above all,
Mr. Churchill ended by saying with regard to these declarations about India,
that they would be found to be entirely in harmony with the conception of
freedom and justice which inspired the Joint Dleclaration,..... on this
account I feel that if the Atlantic Charter is eae... a charter of freedom
for the whole world, Mr. Churchill would be the last person to take away
his own credit, and also Mr. Roosevelt's, in framing such an epoch-making
document if he dis-associated India from the principle declared in that
Charterlt.

Viscount Cranborne, Secretary of State for the Colonies, London, January 2,1942

"We have already put our names to the Atlantic Charter. This lays
down the fundamental principles on which the peace settlement must be based,
and I do not think there is anyone*....0 who dissents from these principles.,....
His Majesty's Government regards themselves as absolutely pledged to carry
out the Utlantic Charter, and all articles of the Charter."1

LUXEMBOURG :

Pierre Dupong, Prime Minister,. Montreal,, April 15, 1942

There is no need to emphasize further., after what has been said how
warmly the citizens of the little countries welcome the reaffirmation of
the principle that all nations, large or small, must have the right of
self-determination. We may only profoundly hope that men imbued with this
principle, proclaimed afresh by Churchill and Roosevelt, will be at the
helm of the Allied ship of state, when the hour arrives for the peace
negotiations.

Joseph Bech, Foreign Minister of Luxembourg, Luxembourg Bulletin, London,
September 1943.

"In spite of these academic post-war planners,, who so lightly speak
of the small states as of some nuisance,. entirely out of date .... ouir
country will rise once more at the Peace Conference and will reappear on
the map of Europe. The principles of the Atlantic Charter and the pledge
of the great leaders in this struggle for justice, freedom and the rights
of all nations, however small, to their own nation-hood., ar'e there to guide
what I say."

Pierre Dupong., Prime Minister, at the Metropolitan Opera, New York, February
20, 1943.

The small countries are the most zealous partisans of international
understanding, They know by experience that international col~laboration
is the prerequisite of economic prosperity, social security and peace. The
small nations enthusiastically hailed the proclamation of the principles of
the Atlantic Charter because a w~orld based on these principles grants them
the right to a decent life.

LMTHERLANDS:

Queen Wilbelmina, New York, November 17., 1942.

Further amplification was gi.ven to our stated common purposes by- the adoption
of the Atlantic Charter by all the United Nations. I do not need to recall to
your' minds the tenets of that charter., which has it& place in perpetuity, in
the history of personal. and national rights and duties.

It wiil be its application which will matter as much as its enunciation
and acceptance. Not all of its clauses are equally clear. When it is inter-
preted in terms of practical measures It will be important to remember that it
is an instrument for good. With that touchstone we should never go wrong. So~
far for our fundamental convictions and aims.



NEW ZEALAND:

Peter Fraser, Prime Minister of New Zealand, August 14, 1941

"I welcome its emphasis on the need for equality of access to those
things that are necessary to nationsr and peoples' welfare, and particularly
its application to both victor and vanquished. Without that approach our
hopes of enduring peace will surely be vain. 'The declaration puts social
security in the forefront of agreed aims. We in New Zealand can modestly
claim to have gone some distance in applying this ideal writhin our own
Dominion. We naturally welcome its affirmation as to principle of wide
application."

Walter Nash, Minister to the United States, Charlottesville, July 11, 1942.

I believe with President Roosevelt that the programme of common purposes
implicit in the Atlantic Charter is no vision of a distant millenium but is a
definite basis for a kind of world attainable in our time and generation.

Walter Nash, Minister to the United States,, in Town Hall broadcast, New York,
February 1, 1943.

If anyone asks what New Zealand's war aims are, we can point to actual
evidence. Our war aims are the implementing of the Atlantic Charter and the
Four Freedoms throughout the world. We have accepted the Atlantic Charter
unreservedly. Up to the capacity of a small nation wie intend to do something
more than just accept it, wie intend to do our utmost to see that it becomes
not merely a table of men's hopes, but a real scheme of action which is carried
through. We have made great efforts as a country in this war, we will make
equally great efforts in the days after the war to secure a thorough application
of the Atlantic Charter and to ensure as a result that an organized peaceful
world emerges and that tl-ie struggle has not been in vain.

Walter Nash., Minister to the United States, before the Church Club, New York,
February 1, 1943.

Without reducing our war effort by a fraction we should be preparing now
and continuously for the negotiations which will commence on the day of victory.
Such issues as State boundaries may be important but they are of major import-
ance only insofar as they are tied in with the principles of the Atlantic Char-
ter and the Four Freedoms.

NORWAY:

Trygve Lie,. Minister of Foreign Affairs, London October 7, 1944.

"tThe Norweigian Government and the Norwegian people have wholeheartedly
welcomed and endorsed the Atlantic Charter because it includes all the funda-
mental aims of Norwegian policy both at home and in its relations to other
countries."I

PHILIPPINES:

President Manuel Quezon, Washington, August 9., 1942.

Sometimes I have regretted that the Atlantic Charter is so named, Too many
persons have fallen into the error of believing that it applies only to those
who live beside the Atlantic Ocean. But that is not the fact. In truth,* the
Atlantic Charter is a world wide charter. It applies to the nations and the
peoples of all the world. It is a charter for Europe and for America, for Africa
and for Australia', and let us be clear on this -- it is a charter of freedom for
the peoples of Asia and all the Far East.....

The principles of the Atlantic Charter are locked in combat with the prin-
ciples of MEIN KAiVIPF and Japanese militarism.

Sergin Osmana, Vice-President, address to A~merican Academy of Political and

Social Science, Philadelphia, April 10., 1943.

...The Atlantic Char-ter stands as the proclaimed creed of all the United



Nations. ~This charter was framed on the stormy seas of' the Atlantic, but it is a
world charter. It cannot be anything less. Thirty-one nations have already sub-
scribed to its declaration of' principles, and on this declaration are pinned man-
kind's hopes for a better world.

*...The Atlantic Charter is no new thing, Its democratic principles with
the exception, perhaps., of' that relating to economic security., were all embodied
in the original American pledge of liberty and self-government to the Filipino
people. It is in reality a re-statement of the principles enunciated in the
American Declaration of Independence of' 1776., drafted right here in this historic
city of' Philadelphia and proclaimed to the whole world.

Just as America cannot, in the immortal words of' Lincoln, survive half slave
and half free, neither can this world of ours remain half slave and half free.
The Atlantic Charter offers a promise of a happy world to all peoples. It is
our political creed today,. in this dire moment when totalitarianism threatens
to destroy civilization. Let it remain our creed tomorrow when peace comes and
let us live up to it forever.

How shall we win the co-operation and good-will of' dependent peoples? In
important step toward gaining this co-operation and good-will would be the
unequivocal application of the principles of' the Atlantic Charter to every one of
them, without exception. The next step would be to turn these principles into a
living reality so that they might be felt by those who doubt their value and
efficacy. The dependent peoples must be made to feel that this is not a war to
preserve the statas quo, which, indeed, cannot be done. They must be made to
realize that they have something to gain by a United Nations victory after the
war, that such victory will result in their' liberation, and not a mere change
of masters or a retention of the old one.

President Manuel Quezon, broadcast to the Philippines, Saranac Lake, New York,
June 14,, 194.4.

I do not have to stress the transcendental significance of our having been
admitted as signatory to the declaration of the nations fighting Germany and
Japan, as an independent government. When I signed it for the Filipino people
and subscribed to the principles set forth in the Atlantic Charter, I knew that
I was expressing our nation's determination never to be cowed by the Japanes~e
invader.

POLAND:

Count Edward Raczynski, ~Acting Minister of Foreign Affairs, London,, September
24, 1941.

"The Roosevelt-Churchill Declaration as it is understood by the Polish
Government, places security against another war and the achievement of economic
prosperity in the forefront as the principle aims of the new democratic order.
These aims are also those of Poland."1

President Wiadyslaw Raczkiewicz, at the Mansion House, London, April 9, 1943

90 In Europe today it is the duty of all nations, large and small, to worktogether for the security that must be established and maintained, Once the
enemy has been defeated and disarmed, the indispensable elements of peace will
be the confident collaboration of the peace-loving nations of' the European family,,
and the sanctity of treaties which should offer something stable,. something
consonant with the spirit of the Atlantic Charter. This brings us to be funda-
mental Four Freedoms that demand for the individual and his family after the
war a dignified and tranquil life, far removed from threat and ambush,

OOOThe postwar solution of the world problems must be based on the Atlantic
Charter, so as to form a modern Magna Carta Libertatum for all the nations of
the world.

Tadeusz Romer, Minister for Foreign A~ffairs.. at a meeting of the Polish National
Council,, London, September 13, 1943.

... aAll that we can say is that the main tenets of the ideology solemnlyaccepted by the fighting nations are to be found in the Atlantic Charter.



A mere glance at this document should prove sufficient to remove all chance
of misunderstanding regarding the possible existence of two alternatives for the
development of the political situation in Europe, the one being the division of
our continent into spheres of' influence of the principal powers, and the other.,
a system under which Europe would form one whole under the joint guidance of all
interested parties. For our part we refuse this choice of alternatives, just
as we always refused to admit the possibility of ultimate defeat in this war.
We. regard the division of Europe into zones of influence as manifestly contrary
to the Atlantic Charter, as well as to the principles for the defense of which
we are all fighting, namely, the establishment of a truly democratic regime in
international life. It is inconceivable that any of the United Nations should
be subjected to the influence of any other power, and I am convinced thnt all
important elements in their various governments would agree in rejecting any
such idea.

Stanislaw Mikolajozyk, Prime Minister, at a luncheon in Poland's honor, organ-
ized by the National Defense and Public Interest Committee, London, November
11, 1943.

The declarations of the Moscow Conference and the resolution of the
United States Senate were rightly based on conclusions drawn from the exper-
ience of this war as regards the need for international collaboration. These
decisions bring closer the realization of President Roosevelt's Four Freedoms,
of the Atlantic Charter.

Jan Ciechanowski., Ambassador to the United States, at Fordham University, New
York., April 23., 1944.

We appear to be passing through a dangerous period of this world war.
There is now a growing tendency to belittle the Atlantic Charter and the Four
Freedoms, those most beautiful and constructive war aims expressed by the Pres-
ident of the United States., -- allegedly because they are merely broad state-
ments of principles and not precise codes of law. But is it possible to build
any sound code of law which would not be clearly based upon these principles?
Can we apply policing forces if they are not to act in the name and for the en-
forcement of principles?

Stanislaw Mikolajczyk, Prime Minister, London, August 31, 1944

"As we approach the end of this war,,othe Atlantic Charter and the Four
Freedoms have somehow lost in value in favor of power politics."

Jan Stanczyk, Minister of Labor and Social Welfare, at the International Labor
Organization Conference, Philadelphia, April 25., 1944.

We want to believe that we are on the threshold of an era of lasting peace
and international co-operation. We want to believe that we are at the threshold
of a world which will safeguard the liberties of all peoples, and ensure a sys-
tem of social justice and security based on prosperity and adequate standard
of living.,....

Until now the Atlantic Charter, promulgated by the leaders of two demo-
cratic states, President Roosevelt and Prime Minister Churchill, is the only
Magna Carta of the present war, It was solemnly reaffirmed by the United Nations.

For the International Labor Office to continue to exist as a living and
creative organization,, its adherence to a system of international co-operation
based on the tried and tested principles of democracy is vital. Within such a
framework, all nations, great and small, would have equal rights, all would con-
form to the first three points of the Atlantic Charter,

"Their countries seek no aggrandizement, territorial or other."

"IThey desire to see no territorial changes that do not accord with the
freely expressed wishes of the peoples concerned&

"They respect the right of all peoples to choose the form of government
under which they will live; and they wish to see sovereign rights and self-govern-
ment restored to those who have been forcibly deprived of them."



These are fundamentals. Unless they are accepted as such and translated
into fact, the freedom of nations and peace itself cannot exist. We must be
alive to the fact that democracy in the internal life of a nation is doomed, in
the long run, when the peace and freedom of the community of nations is threat-
ened. Each one of us realizes that permanent general welfare rests on democracy--
that social justice rarely survives in a vacuum, It is inextricably interwined
with the social and political development of the nation and of the world of na-
tions. Peace is indivisible.

All nations, I think, welcome the collaboration of the Great Powers in this
war. In time of peace, such collaboration, within the framework of a common
international organization, based on the co-operation and mutual respect of all,
could result in a stable reconstruction of the world. A conception of inter-
national order, based on spheres of influence among the Great Powers, cannot and
must not supersede the democratic principles of the Atlantic Charter. Freedom
has but one definition for great nations and for small -- and we can accept no
substitute. Freedom., like peace, is indivisible.

The Atlantic Charter is a milestone on the road to a world based on the
indivisibility of peace and freedom. Its guiding principles in the realm of
economic and social order were restated by President Roosevelt in his welcome
to us, read by Miss Perkins, the distinguished Secretary of Labor of the
United States.

"We know that the conditions of lasting peace can be secured only through
soundly organized economic institutions, fortified by human labor and social
standards, regular employment and adequate income for all the people."

UNITED KINGDOM

Winston Churchill, Prime Minister, London, September 9, 1941

No words are needed to emphasize the future promise held out to the world
by such a Joint Declaration by the United States and Great Britain. I need only
draw attention for instance, to the phrase in Paragraph 6, "after the final
destruction of the Nazi tyranny"l to show the profound and vital character of the
solemn agreement into which wie have jointly entered, Questions have been asked,
and will no doubt be asked as to exactly what is implied by this or that point.,
and explanations have been invited. It is a wise rule that when two parties
have agreed to a statement, one of them shall not, thereafter., without consult-
ation with the other, seek to put special or strained interpretations upon this
or that passage. I propose, therefore, to speak today only in an exclusive sense.

First, the Joint Declaration does not try to explain how the broad princi-
ples proclaimed by it are to be applied to each and every case, which will have
to be dealt with when the war comes to an end. It would not be wise for us, at
this moment, to be drawn into laborious discussions on how it is to fit all the
manifold problems with which we shall be faced after the war. Secondly., the
Joint Declaration does not qualify in any way the various statements of policy
which have been made from time to time nbout the development of constitutional
government in India,. Burma, or other parts of the British Empire. We are pledged
by the Declaration of August 1940 to help India to obtain free and equal partner-
ship in the British Commonwealth with ourselves., subject, of course, to the ful-
fillment of obligations arising from our 16ng connection with India and our
responsibilities to its many creeds., races and interests. Burma also is covered
by our considered policy of establishing Burmese self-government and by the
measures already in progress. At the Atlantic meeting we had in mind, primarily,
the restoration of the sovereignty, self-government,, end national life of the
States and nations of Europe now under the Nazi yoke, and the principles govern-
ing any alterations in the territorial boundaries which may have to be madoe So
that is quite a separate problem from the progressive evolution of self-govern-
ing institutions in the regions and peoples which owe allegiance to the British
Crown, We have made declarations on these matters which are complete in them-
selves, free from amibiguity and related to the conditions and circumstances of
the territories and peoples affected. They will be found to be entirely in
harmony with the high conception of freedom and justice which inspired the
Joint Declaration,

Clement R, Attlee, Lord Privy Seal., at the International Labor Conference,
New York, October 29, 1941.

First of all I would remind this Conference that the clauses of the.



(Atlantic) Charter form a coherent body of principles which are not separate
but complementary. If, as I believe., it is a necessary condition for establish-
of continuing peace that its economic foundations should be well and truly laid,
it is equally true this cannot be secured unless the fear of aggression is
removed. It is certain that until the crushing burden of armaments throughout
the world is lifted from the backs of the people, they cannot enjoy the maximum
social well-being which is possible. We cannot build the City of our desire
under the constant menace of aggression. Freedom from fear and freedom from
want must be sought together.

Viscount Cranborne, Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs, London,
November 18., 1941.

&o...,The actual application of those principlos (The Atlantic Charter)., as
Article 5 itself stresses,? are not for one nation alone but for collaboration
between all nations, Their incorporation into an international postwar structure
will clearly be a matter for the general examination of those who have to be con-
corned in making the peace*,..

Arthur Greenwood, Minister without Portfolio, London., November 25, 1941,

The Atlantic Charter, in my view, represents a testament which will be
comparable with any of the greatest political, constitutional, social and econo-
mic documents ever put before the world. Within the eight clauses of the Charter
is not a simple plan, not a detailed programme, but beacons for the future. It
is not without significance that every .Ally alongside whom we fight now has
given its adherence to the principles of the Atlantic Charter,

Clement R, Attlee, Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs,, London, June 4, 1942.

The Atlantic Charter remains the basis of His Majesty's Goverrnment's policy..

Viscount Simon, Lord Chancellor,. London, August 5, 1942.

..... the Atlantic Charter and the Anglo-Soviet Treaty,, are of course in-
ternational documents; and,, while that certainly does not absolve either thc
Government or the legislature or the people of this country from trying to form
concrete resolutions about the topic., it does make it excessively dangerous to
advance,. without pre-arrangement., explanations and propositions that perhaps
might be challenged,

I think it will probably be a general feeling -- that these two documents,
the Atlantic Charter and the Anglo-Soviet Agreement, belong to that small class
of documents which have the penetration and the power which partake of the
nature of positive, masterly action, Whenever a collection of international
documents is made in the future., going right back to the beginning of time, I
doubt very much whether there will be any document which is recognized as having
the possibilities of more permanent influence and importance than the Atlantic
Charter and the ~Anglo-Soviet Agreement.,...

Viscount Cranborne, Lord Privy Seal, House of Lords, London, April 15,. 1943.

,...The Atlantic Charter, the Articles of which, as is stated in the Preamble,
represent the common principles governing the policy of the signatories. The
principles of political and economic security for small nations as well as great,
and the use of national forces not merely for the aggrandisement of individual
States but for the furtherance of peace and prosperity for all, find a place in
that justly famous document, which has received the adherence of all the United
Nations, I can give .* an absolute assurance that His Majesty's Government for
their part intend to do their utmost, both in the spirit and in the letter., to
implement its provisions,

Viscount Cranbbrne, Lord Privy Seal., House of Lords, June 3, 1943.

As your Lordships are aware, the Atlantic Charter was a bilateral declara-
tion of intentions to which a large number of other nations subsequently sub-
scribed, It is therefore manifestly impossible for His Majesty's Government
who are only one party to this agreed statement to put without consulation with
the others any special interpretation upon any particular passage. Moreover,
it seems to me most undesirable to do so, The Atlantic Charter does not seek



to explain how the broad principles proclaimed by it are to be applied to each
and every case which will have to be dealt with when the war comes to an end,
At this moment, when it is impossible to say in what circumstances they will
fail. to be applied, it would be most unwise to enter into discussions as to
exactly how this mr that Article is to be interpreted.

Winston Churchill, Prime Minister, reply to a question in the House of
Commons, July 14, 1943.

The so-called Atlantic Charter, indeed,, the well called Atlantic Charter.,
was not a treaty requiring ratification or any formal endorsement of a con-
stitutional character on the other side of the Atlantic. It was a statement
of certain broad views and principles which are our common guide in our
forward march.

Clement Attlee, Deputy Prime Minister,, reply to a question in the House of
Commons, July 15, 1943.

Nothing in the Atlantic Charter woudl,, in the opinion of His Majesty's
Government, preclude the United Nations from taking any steps that may seem
good to them to "afford to all nations the means of dwelling in safety within
their own boundaries." The point referred to by my hon. Friend will naturally
be borne in mind in company with many others in any discussions on how best to
give effect to Article VII of the Charter.

Note: The question to which this is a reply was as follows:

Mr. Nunn asked the Prime Minister whether the Atlantic Charter will pre-
clude the United States of American and Great Britain from continuing to hold
certain strategic points, formerly in Axis hands, the retention of which would
seem to be vitally necessary for maintaining the f'uture peace of the world?

Viscount Cranborne, Lord Privy Seal., in the House of Lords., July 22, 1943.

.,..When the Al~lied countries are liberated it will be the aim of the United
Nations, and in particular of His Mnjcsty's Government for whom alone I can
speak with authority, to apply the principles enshrined in the Atlantic Charter
and to re-establish Governments representative of the wishes of the peoples
concerned....

Lord Snell., Deputy Leader of the House of Lords., in the House of Lords, December
1,. 1943.

...The policy of His Majesty's Government is at the earliest possible mom-
ent to restore sovereign rights and self-government to all those nations who
have been outraged by merciless invasion. In doing so they are but following
out the third Article of the Atlantic Charterý which reads:

"they respect the rights of all peoples to choose the form of
government under which they will live; and they wish to see
sovereign rights and self-government restored to those who have
been forcibly deprived of them,"1

,... We desire to see that at the earliest possible moment these afflicted
nations shall be given the opportunity of exercising the rights which will have
been restored to them.

Winston Churchill, Prime Minister', in the House of Commons, March 22,, 1944.

It is evident that, as the changing phases of the war succeed one another,
some further clarification will be required of the position under the document
which has become honorably known as the Atlantic Charter,, and that this must be
a subject for renewed consultation between the principal Allies. I am not pre-
pared to embark upon this subject at question time today further than to state
that the Atlantic Charter stands as a declaration of the spirit and purpose in
which its signatories are waging this war -- not without success -- and that it
implies no pact or bargain with our enemies.



Winston Churchill, Prime Minister, House of Commons, May 24, 1944.

The Atlantic Charter remains a guiding signpost, expressing a vast body of
opinion amongst all the Powers now fighting together against tyranny. The
Atlantic Charter in no way binds us about the future of Germany., nor is it a
bargain or contrnct with our enemies. It has no quality of an offer to our
enemy. It wns no offer to the Germans to surrender. If it had been an offer,
that offer was rejected. But the principle of unconditional surrender, which
has also been promulgated, will be adhered to as far as Nazi Germany and Japan
are concerned, and that principle itself wipes awny the danger of anything
like Mr. Wilson's Fourteen Points being brought up by the Germans after their
defeat, claiming that they surrendered in consideration of them."

Anthony Eden, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, House of Commons, Febru-
ary 23, 1944.

"What I am about to say does not mean that we wish to try to claim some
strained or unilateral interpretation for the Atlantic Charter. All the
right Hon. Gentleman -the Prime Minister intended to convey, as indeed he
clearly said,, was that Germany would not., as a matter of right, be able to
claim to benefit from the Atlantic Charter in such a way as to preclude the
victorious Powers from making territorial adjustments at her expense. There
are certain parts of the Atlantic Charter which refer in set terms to victor
and vanquished alike. Artile 4 does so. But we cannot admit that Germany
can claim, as a matter of r'ight on her part, whatever our obligation, that
any part of the Charter applies to her."

VENEZUELA:

Dr. Diogenes Escalante, Ambassador to the United States, Washington, February
20., 1945.

Venezuela will continue to cooperate faithfully with the United Nr.tions,
by every means within its power, in the common effort to obtain the victory
and a new order of things which will consecrate the principles of the Atlantic
Charter and guarantee to nations and to men the right to live free and in
peace.11

UNITED STATES

President Franklin D. Roosevelt to Congress., WasYhington,, August 2, 1941.

Finally, the declaration of principles at this time presents a goal
which is worth while for our type of civilization to seek. It is so clear cut
that it is difficult to oppose in any major particular without automatically
admitting a willingness to accept compromise with Nazism: or to agree to a
woad peace which would give to Nazism domination over large numbers of con-
quered nations. Inevitably such a peace would be a gift to Nazism to take
breath-armed breath -- for a second war to extend the control over Europe
and Asia to the American Hemisphere itself,

It is perhaps unnecessary for me to call attention once more to the
utter lack of validity of the spoken or written word of the Nazi government.

It is also unnecessary for me to point out that the declaration of
principles includes of necessity the world need for freedom of religion and-
freedom of information. No society of the world organized under the announo4ed
principles could survive without these freedoms which are a part of the whoL-e
freedom for which we strive.

Cordell Hull, Secretary of State, Washington, August 14, 1941:

"tThe declaration is a statement of basic principles and fundamental ide as
and policies that are universal in their prsctical application. These here -
tofore have been generally accepted by all civilized nntions, and were bei-ng
strongly supported until certain countries decided to launch a universal
movement to destroy the whole structure of civilized relations between nations
and to establish a system of rule based largely on barbarism and savagery.?'



Sumner Welles, Under Secretary of State, Washington, November 11., 1941.

Those high objectives set forth in the Charter of the Atlantic must be
realized. They must be realized, quite a.part from every other consideration.,
because of the fact that the individual interest of every man and woman in the
United States will be advanced consonantly with the measure in which the world
where they live is governed by right and by justice, and the measure in w.-hich
peace prevails.

Sumner Welles, Under Secretary of State, Washington1 May 30, 1942.

The age of imperialism is ended. The right of a people to their freedom
must be recognized, as the civilized world long since recognized the right of
an individual to his personal freedom. The principles of the Atlantic Charter
must be guaranteed to the world as a whole -- in all oceans and in all con-
tinents.

President Franklin D. Roosevelt, Washington, August 14, 1942.

A year ago today you and I. as representatives of two free nations, sat
down and subscribed to a declaration of principles common to our peoples.
We based, and continue to base, our hopes for a better future for the world
on the realization of these principles.

A year ago today the nations resisting a common, barbaric foe were units
or small groups., fighting for their existence.

Now, these nations and groups of nations in all the continents of the
earth have united. They have formed a great union of humanity, dedicated to
the realization of' that common program of purposes and principles set forth
in the Atlantic Charter., through world wide victory over their common enemies.

President Franklin D. Roosevelt, Washington, February 23, 1942.

We of the United Nations are agreed on certain broad principles in the
kind of peace we seek. The Atlantic Charter applies not only to the oarts
of the world that border the Atlantic but to the whole world; disarmament of
aggressors,, self-determination of nE'tions and pooples, Pnd the four freedoms
-- freedom of speech, freedom of religion, freedom from want and freedom from
fear.

Cordell Hull, Secretary of State, Wrshington, December 17, 1942.

With the victory won and freedom restored to those who have lost it or
who are seeking it, there would then arise under point three of the Atlantic
Charter the fullest opportunity for each people to select their leaders and
their forms of government. These two central points of the world situation
have been expressed heretofore by myself and others.

Sumner Welles, Under Secretary of State, in letter to Professor Ralph Barton
Perry, Chairman, Harvard Group, American Defense,, Cambridge, Massachusetts,
April 2, 1943.

....We will aid, to the full extent of our ability, any group which is
fighting the common enemy. But that aid will not be in such form as to
prejudice a people's basic right, stated in the Atlantic Charter., to choose
its own form of government.

John G. Winant, U.S. Ambassador in London, May 20p 1943.

"Perhaps the first authoritative statement on the future during the pres-
ent war was the Atlantic Charter ... These two documents (the Charter vnd the
Lend-Lease Agreement) set forth general principles of conduct and policy that
must be implemented politically, economically ond socially. The skill with
which this is done and the faith that underlies these principles and polices
will in large measure determine the world in which we shall find ourselves
when the soldiers have left the battlefields and when sea and skyr have ceased
to be area of cobtf



President Franklin D. Roosevelt., Washington, July 14, 1943.

"One of our war aims, as set forth in the Atlantic Charter., is to restore
the mastery of their destinies to the peoples now under the invader's yoke.
There must be no doubt., anywhere, of the unalterable determination of the
United Nations to restore to the oppressed peoples their full and sacred rights.

Henry A. Wallace, Vice-Pr-esident, before the United Automobile Workers, CI.O,,
Detroit, Michigan, July 25, 1943.

The Atlantic Charter provides the broad base of general principles to
safeguard our decisions. It is a Charter of Faith that must be worked out to
endure; and the Amrerican people intend that it shall work and that it shall
endure,

Shouldering our responsibilities for enlightenment, abundant production
and world co-operation, we can begin now our apprenticeship to work peace.

President Franklin D. Roosevelt, address., Ottawa, Canada, August 25, 1943.

I am everlastingly angry only at those who assert vociferously that the
Four Freedoms and the Atlantic Charter are nonsense because they are unattain-
able, If those people had lived a century and a half ago they would have
sneered and said that the Declaration of Independence was utter piffle. If
they had lived nearly a thousand years ago they would have laughed uproariously
at the ideals of Magna Carta, And if they had lived several thousand years ago
they would have derided Moses when he came from the Mountain with the Ten Com-
mandments.

We concede that these great teachings are not perfectly lived up to today,
but I would rather be a builder than a wrecker., hoping always that~ the struc-
ture of life is growing -- not dying.

President Franklin D. Roosevelt,, statement on second anniversary of the signing
of the Atlantic Charter, Washington, August 14, 1943.

Today, on the second anniversary of the signing of the Atlantic Charter,,
I would cite particularly two of its purposes and principles on which we base
our "thopes for a better future for the world."t

First--respect for the right of all peoples to choose the form of govern-
ment under which they will live, When the Atlantic Charter was first signed
there were those who said that this was impossible of achievement. And yet,
today, as the forces of liveration march on, the right of self-determination
is becoming once more a living reality.

Second--world-wide collaboration with the object of security, for all; of
improved labor standards, economic adjustment and social security,

President Franklin D. Roosevelt,, Washington, February 12, 1943.

It is one of our war aims,. as expressed in the Atlantic Charter, that the
conquered populations of today be again the masters of their destiny. There
must be no doubt anywhere that it is the unalterable purpose of the United
Nations to restore to conquered peoples their sacred rights....The right of
self-determination included in the Atlantic Charter does not carry with it the
right of any government to commit wholesale murder or the right to make sla~es
of its own people or of any other peoples of the world,

Sumner Welles, Under Secretary of State, at the opening of the United Nations
Exhibition, Rockefeller Plaza, New York, February 12, 1943.

In Article 8 (of the Atlantic Charter) they are given the assurance that
in the world of the future peace will be maintained by peace-loving nationds,
just as the law-abiding members of any community see to it that a police force
maintains law and order in their own neighborhood. It is formally stipulated
that "Since no future peace can be maintained if land., sea, or air armaments
continue to be employed by nations which threaten, or may threaten, aggression
outside of their frontiers, they believe, pending the establishment of' a wider



and permanent system of general security., that the disarmament of such nations
is essential."

In Articles 2 and 3 there are set forth the very foundations essential
to the maintenance vf individual liberty and democracy in international
society. The assurance is given that the United Nations "desire to see no
territorial changes that do not accord with the freely expressed wishes of the
peoples concerned,'t and that "~they respect the right of all peoples to choose
the form of government under which they will live; and they wish to see sover-
eign rights and self-government restored to those who have been forcibly de-
prived of them."

.In Articles 4 and 5 the peoples of the world are given the commitment
that the United Nations will further the enjoyment by all states of access,
on equal terms, to the trade and to the raw materials of the world which are
needed for their economic prosperity, and that they will stimulate the fullest
collaboration between all nations in the economic field with the object of se-
curing, for all improved labor standards, economic advancement and social se-
curity,

President Franklin D. Roosevelt, Washington., Februa7ry 23, 1942.

"We of the United Nations are agreed on certain broad principles in the
kind of peace we seek. The Atlantic Charter applies not only to the parts of
the world that border the LAtlantic but to the whole world: disarmament of
aggressors, self-determint:ýtion of nations and peoples,, and the four freedoms--
freedom of speech, freedom of religion, freedom from want and freedom from fear.'

Sumner Wfelles, Under Secretary of State, Toronto, Canada., February 26, 1943.

What the people of the United States are striving for, I am persuaded,
is exactly what the people of Canada are striving for. They seek the attain-
ment of the noble objectives set forth in the Atlantic Charter. They seek to
achieve these ends., not because of any altruistic motives., not through the
dictates of any theoretical idealism, but rather because they believe that the
attainment of these objectives will be in their own self-interest -- and I be-
lieve that in my own country we have learned through the bitter experience of
the past quarter of a century that the most practical form of self-interest is
enlightened self-interest.

We have seen beyond the shadow of any doubt that a policy of internation-
al co-operation which far too many told us 24 years ago was a policy of suicidal
sentimentality, was in fact a policy of advantageous hard-headed realism,

Most of us have learned a great truth that is beginning to dawn upon the
consciousness of many peoples in all parts of the globe, and that is that the
real self-interest of one nation coincides with the permanent, with the ulti-
mate, self-interests of other nations.

Joseph Grew,. Under Secretary of State, New York, Jan. 17, 1945

"I think the Charter covers a great deal in the way of justice, Democracy,
and good will towards men, As the President said recently, it is true that
the statement of principles in the Atlantic Charter does not provide rules of
easy application to each and everyone of this war-torn tangled situation. But
it is a good and useful thing -- it is an essential thing -- to have principles
towards which we can aim, And we shall not hesitate to use our influence --
and to use it now -- to secure so far as is humanly possible the fulfillment
of the principles of the Atlantic Charter."

USSR:

Ivan Maisky, Soviet Ambassador in London, September 24, 1941.

"Considering that the practical application of these principles will
necessarily adapt itself to the circumstanees., needs and historic peculiarities
of particular countries, the Soviet Government can state that a consistent
application of those principles will secure the most energetic support on the
part of the government and peoples of the Soviet Union."

4 .
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INTEPJ\TATIONAL POLITICAL ORGANIZATION

YALTA CONFERENCE

A good deal of discussion took place concerning the voting formula
agreed upon at the Yalta conference-$ Replying to a question from newspaper
correspondents, the State Department said (NYT 3/17): "The department has
never attempted to emphasize or minimize any aspect of the voting procedure'*

"In oases brought- before the Council, under Chapter Vlll-A (for
investigation of di'sputes) and the second sentence of Paragraph 1 of
Chapter Vlll-C (concerning regional adjustments) of the Dumbarton Oaks
proposal, decisions of the Council require unanimity of the permanent mem-
bers as well as a total majority of seven iiembei'sy with the proviso that
no party to the dispute will boentitled to vote*'

"Such recommendations and other decisions of the Council are bound
to have the greatest weight when they are made by a unanimous vote of the
permanent members of the Council not party to the dispute and the concur-
rence of~the required number of other members necessary for the majority
of seven.O

"The department feels that in particular the unity of policy and
attitude among the permanent members on matters concerning the organization
would be one of the strongest means of making the organization effective in
its operation."¶

In a subsequent statement (17YT 3/25) Joseph C. Grew, Acting Secretary
of State, affirmed that no one nation could prevent discussion of any dispute
or situation that might arise. "It is only when the question arises as to
what, if any, decision or action the Security Council should take," Mr. Grew
said, "that the provisions covering voting procedure agreed upon at Yalta
could come into action." 'Mr. Grew's statement revealed, according to Lansing
Warren, staff correspondent of the New YorkTimes, that "the compromise adopted
at the Crimea conference was proposed by the U-nited States Government and left
the inference that the United States would not in itself be disposed to support
a more extensive engagement on the'use of force."

The discussions received a fresh fillip when the White House issued
the following announoemen'i (NYT 3/30):

"Soviet representatives at the Yalta Conference indicated their de-
sire to raise at the San Francisco Conference of the United Nations the question
of representation for the Ukreainian SovioL Republic and the 77hite Russian
Republic in the assembly of the proposed United Nations organization*

"The American and British representatives at the Yalta Conference
were requested by the Soviet representatives to support this proposal when

submitted to thb conference of the United Nations at San Francisco- They
agreed to do sop but the American representatives stated that if the United
Nations organization agreed to let the Soviet republics have three votes, the
United States would ask for three votes also-O

"The British and Soviet representatives stated that they would have
no objection to the United States and its possessions having three votes in
the Assembly if it is so desired-O

"These conversations at Yalta related to the submission of a question
to the San Francisco conference where the ultimate decision will be made."

The White House announcement was reported by Bert Andrews (HT 3/30)
to have "provoked an immediate split" in the United States delegation to the
coming San Francisco conference and to have given rise to a number of questions
such as the following: "Why was the news so long witheld? Was it revealed in
advance to France and China, who, with the United States, Groat Britain and
Russia, will make up the big five of the security organization? W1hat attitude
will now be takeoi by the smaller nations, which had boon told, up to today,
that all nations, large and small, would have one vote each in the assembly?



WVill the newly announced decision endanger the chances of success of the San
Francisco mneeting? Were any other* secret understandings reached at Yalta?"

Opposite reactions wore reported from two leading members of the'
United States delegation to the San Francisco conference$ Senator Arthur~
Vanden~berg (R.p Michigan) and Representative Sol Bloom (P.1 New York)ý 8Smator
Vandenberg stated (HT 3/30) that he would "deeply disagree" with any voting pro-
posal which would destroy the promised "sovereign equality" of nations in the
peace league's assembly as previously pro-posed at Dumbarton oaks."' Representative
Bloom took the view, (HT 3/30) on the other hand, that "in general, we are en-
titled to get what is proposed in the understanding, and I can't see whay it
shouldn't be done." A middle-of-the-road position was adopted by Senator J. W'm
Fullbright (D., Arkansas), one of the foremost proponents of the need for world
collaboration to insure permanent peace. He said he could see nothing particular-
ly wrong with the proposal as announced but "exploded" (H-T 3/30) as follows:
"117hy in the world couldn't they have announced it at the same time as they an-ý
nounoed the other results of Yalta? I don't like this kind of secret dealing**
That doesn't mean that I think the idea, is out of line. But I think it's high time
they i~ere being frank about it; high time they wero laying all the cards on the
table 4'"

A&t a luncheon at the National Republic Club in Nevi York Senator H.0
Alexander Smith (R.s New Jersey) said (HT 3/11) that the Yalta conference was an
important step but failed in the manner of its settlement of the Polish boundary
dispuLte, although such settlement might turn out to be the best possible compro-
mise- "The reason why the-disposition of the Polish boundary dispute has shocked
people in this country, " he said, "is because it was a decision by a greant power'
acting unilaterally - a decision made appa~rently at the expense of a weaker power,
one of our allies,, The impo,-toant point is that decisions of this kind should be
made by the United Nations a tting together %7ith ultimate justice ais their objective
and with the rule of might inci and for all t.r'andoned, By the hard road of suffer-
ing the United States sees new that it can no lon, or live alone and should no
longer live alone,, We wi:ll omnergo from this war the most powerful and most in-
fluential nation in the worldo, We cannot il-ore the responsibilities of leadership
that will be ours0 t

Speaking at a Foreign P3licy Association luncheon in Philadelphia
(HT 3/11) Senator Joseph C, BaIJ (R., Minnesota) said that altýhoagh not everyone
was satisfied with the Polish ge-Ltlement at {he Yal-ia conference Jt was better
to have it settled byr three na`ýirns than one.0 "Mbc-cr Americans tnink tha'r the
agreement on Poland violateas thuo 1Atlantic Charter.."' he said. `buA`. it is t-he best
settlement we cov.ld reach w:1.1th Russiat and, if we Rre to build on interrnational
peace organizati-n we,, mast have a--;:eement with Russliý." He ter-med :'ealistic and
practic6 .l" the omnprorni±~us reacnod on voting procedare for the ;,jor: Ld securf-ty
coun cila

In an address before the Foreign Policy Association in New York Senator
Alben W. Bark-icy (D. Hontuck"ý,;) Domocratic floor loador J~n the Senate, said that
the Yalta agreement on r.ng ro-ldui'e "is aý§ muoh a proDtec`týion to the U~Sý as
to any other nation 'Tw ~cmn' 'esaid:~p'e tho argument that our
nation would be soio~ect to) t:;o wf-ii of other natýionfs_ without the power of veot
where our vital i-nto:.'eet-s of a military or econom`rný standpoint Will be involved'Q"

Senator Styles BrirgEas (R., Now Hampsh-ire) danounced the Big Thr'ee
decisions on Poland OKi 3/12, I~ and called for adopticn o3f Sonator Lrthur H. Vanden-
berg' s proposal to open such, settlements to rovioe'7 7-y '-he intcrnat'.onal organiza-
tion which will be c--ore!-ed t~t San Francisco* Son,!'-r Bri'CgJ83 ma n-rber of the
Senate Foreign Relation- Committee, issued a staten3,3n-.: afterý 3orfuoring with
loaders of the Co-ordinating Committee of Aoir.Po7"lisl Organ issation s in the
East, which claims to represent 150 organizot-ions in eight s1 ;:ates.. and is reported
to be "bitterly opposed to the Soviet-sponscired Lublin government in 17asw1
Asserting that the treatment of Poland at Yalta was not a compromise but a sacrifica
of principles for which the United States entered the war, Senator Bridges said
that America was looked to for noral and ethical leadership "and if wie don't stand
fast on these things, we're dealing a body blow to the future before we even
start on a world organization." The Senator said ho was wholeahear1tedly for
international co-operation and for adequate machinery to organize and enforce
the peace but that the attainment of those ends depended on "the sovereign
equality of all nations and full justice for all nation6." Despite Great Brit-
ain' s pledge to defend the integrity of Poland, he said, "the plain meaning of
the Yalta decision on Poland is that interests of the big powers are to be
served first and that justice for'the small nntions will have to make second
best adjustment to power politics."'

5 Declaring that Preosident Roosevelt's report to'Congress on the Crimean
Conference opened "the battle for America"t, Earl Browder, General Secretary of
the Communist Political Association, in a report to the National Committee of the
Association, said (NYT 3/11) that "the9 American people must be aroused and organ-
ized, in support of the Crimea decisions in such overwhelming numbers that the
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,p~tatntiaJ. opposition within Congress will not dare to show itself#" "There is
rec doubt," ho said),. "that the Crimea Conforenee has brought a wider national
unity than has hitherto existed$ far wider than that which re-elected the
President last November,"1

Press Comment, An analysis of newspaper comment for the week ending
MardhlQ0- TTAO) indicated that opposition had strengthened substantially
on the Yalta compromise o~rer voting procedure as compared to reaction on
the overall peace program*- However, the analysis pointed outi, "the ap-
proving majority (73%) is of overwhelming proportions and no real threat
to the plan appears to be indicated by the volume of disapproval* As
long as support stays over a 67%; 68,, level past experience suggests the
peace plans will be in no danger-*" Support for the Administration's
general program for world cooperation was said to be holding at the same high
level (74%) Rqcorded the original Yalta communique and President Roosevelt's
subsequent report to Congress. The vslums of comment "is large, with an
overwhelming majority of the press Giving the Administration full cooperation."
(TANO). Support of a world organization dropped drastically to 52%, according
to the same source, during the following week# "At the same time", the re-
port said, "the opposition seams'to be sniping at world organization rather
than gathering for a real attack. Overall the decline in support appears
attributable to a wearing off of the first flush of emotionrl enthusiasm, lack
of official stimiilation which would engender ap-proval, and porhaps the Romanian
situation" (TANO).0

A report issued by the Office of War Information, dated March 16, and
based on a survey of 271 editorials, said that "the enthusiasm of the initial
reaction to the Crimean agreements has largely given way to a mood of solemn
reflection that the fate of the United States 'Ind of the world rests in no
small degree on this country's willingness to tolerate compromise and to
participate fully in joint action for world peace."

The Yalta decisions received a good deal of attention from the foreign
language press, the Geriýi an and Polish papers taking a generally critical
line, while the a~reemormt was well received by Czech pross, except for the
separatist papers.

AdminisrationSAN FRLýNCISCO CONFERENCE

Asserting that the four sponsoring'nations were looking forward to
the San Francisco Conference with high hopoL-, Joseph Ca Grew, Under-Secretary
of State, warned at a dinner organized byk, the Society of the Friendly Sons of
St, Patrick (NYT 3/la) that the success of L the conference would ddpend largely
upon a clear understanding of' its purposo"Q This purpose, he said, would be
"to draft the charter of the United Nations - that is,'to establish machinery
to maintain the future peace and security of tho world, as oiitlined in the Du~m-
barton Oaks proposals." The one mistake that should be avoided at all costs,
Mr, Grew continued, was thinking that the machinery itself would solve our problems,
HeI said he believed most Americans were eager to cooperate in a world partnership,
but warned that there must be "an overwholming unity of purpose - so strong that
it overshadows all other considerations." "Partne0rs may not alwrays grow to love
each other," he added, "but they have certainly got to "understand each other, and
that applies to other peoples as much as to ourselves,,,

Speaki.ng (NYT 3/11.) of the San Francisco con erence upon his return from
the Crimea and Mexico City conferences, Secretary of State Stottinius said: "It
will be a turning point ir th history of the world and Aimerica." He said it
locked upon the framing of the charter of the world reorganization to be accom-
plished there as 'heavy and sacred a dutyt as the framing of the Constitutional
Convention in 1787. He added-, "We have first to write the charter and after that
%7e shall have the task of making the new organization really work--the task of
creating over the years those political economic and social conditions essential to
lasting peace. i

It was announced (NYT 3/28) thatujurists representing the United Nations
invited to tho San Francisco Conference would mood in Washington April 9 to draft
the statute for the International Court of Justice which was provided under the
charter adopted at Dumbarton Oaks.. The St,%te Department said that if the work
were not completed before theconferonce opened April 25, the committee would con-
tinue, its activities in San Francisco~ The main task before the jurists would
be the decision as to whether the statute will be a modified form of the existing
statute of the Permanent Court of Intorrational Justice at The Hague or whether it
will be an entirnly new statute, u~sing the old statute as a basis, State Department
experts were said to have been examining the Permanent Court stotute for some time
and to have discussed suggestions made by luading 1Amor4.oan jurists aRd organizations
such as the American Bar Association. They were understood to feel that with some
amendments the statute offered a tested mnd workable instrument permitting rapid
creation of the court, The principal amon,_Mont su&ýostcd by Aimerican legal
specialists was reported to be "n. revision of the statute to eliminate all
reference to the League of Nations, with which the World Court was affiliated, and
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to substitute the United Nations organization's It is contended, too, that an
essential amendment woul~d be to introduce into the statute a provision for its
own aedatl

U, S. t3eLOgPtion

President Roosevelt was reported (HT 3/24) to have assured United States
delegates that they would have "much freed~om of action to chart this country's
course,"l Delegates attending a conference with the President were said to have
come away with the impression that Mrs Roosevelt "intends to leave largely to them
the evolution of this country's program at the con ferenoes This was with the un-
derstanding that they will work within the general framowork of the Dumbarton Oaks
preliminary formula." The Big Three security agreements made at Yalta were said to
be regarded by the President as projected solutions of pressing security problems
which are open to znodification'if it becomes apparent such action is necessary, to
bring about conference harmonys,

Senator Arthur H-. Vandenberg (R61 Michigan), who accepted the invitation
to serve on the American delegation only after personal correspondence with the
President assuring him of freedom of action, announced (NYT 3/13) that he was
asking "the armed forces" to advise him on his duties. He said that he'advocatod
direct representation of the armed forces at the final peace conference;

Senator Vandenberg was later reported (NYT 3/19) to have filed with the
State Department some personal suggestions for amending the Dumnbarton Oaks proposals,
The nature of these proposed amendments~was not disclosed but it was thought that
they might be judged by his declaration, made on acoepting the Presidential ap-
pointment, when he said that his chief dubiety concerning the Dumbarton Oaks forp-
mula resided in the fact that "except in its brief chapter on the world court,
it does not once mention 'justice' as a guiding objective or rule of conaubt."
"In my opinion", Senator Vandenberg was quoted as having said at that time,
"1no permanent peace is possible without a constant, conscious mandate to seek
and maintain justice as the basis of peace. I shall have concrate proposals to
submit along these lines? It will be my prayer that the San Francisco conference
may be successful in promoting dependable peace, with organizo'd justice in a free,
world of free men, Civilization cannot survive World War 111," Another despatch
(AP 3/18) predicted that Senator Vandenberg's proposals would provide, among other
things, for review of war-time political decisions threatening future peace* It
quoted the Senator as having declared: "The San Francisco conference will have
the tremendous responsibility of deciding whether peace-keeping is to be confined
to the status quo which the peace-makers dictate, or whether the new peace league
shall have jurisdiction broad enough to explore and recommend correction of errors
and injustices in the peace itself which could again threaten ultimate wa."

Discussing Senator Vandenberg's attitude, Harold Lavine (PM 3/20)'said
that, since he was the acknowledged laadoi' of the Senate "reservatio-nists", it might
"determine the whole future course of UpSe foreign policy.11 According to this
commentator, three difforoni theorios were hold on the subject. One group be-
lieved that Senator Vandenberg would return from San Francisco with his amendments
rejected and that he w~ould then fight UqS. participation in the world security
organization on the grounds that it would mean guaranteeing an unjust peacom,
Another group believed that he would vote for world organization no matter what
happened at San Francisco, Still another group believed that the Senator was
concerned primarily with the 1948 Presidential election. "If his ideas win at
San Francisco, the Republicans can then say the peace is their doing, as much
as Franklin Delano Roosevelt's., If the ideas lose*, they can attack the Adminis-
tration for having sold out 'justice,*"

A warning not to expect the millonium immediately from the San Francisco
conference was voiced 'by Dean Virginia Gildersleeve of Barnard College, sole
American woman delegate to the conferbncoo at a dinner given in her honor in
New York (NYT 3/23). "The conference," she said, "can only lay the foundations
and design the machinery for future cooperation between nations.0 Miss G~ilder-
sleeve spoke of "that wide and deep tide of interest and determination and hope
that runs through our country as our people look towards San Francisco" and
stressed the determination o.f~ the Americian people "to help create a world organiza-
tion and to be one of its loyal members'9t'

It was reported (NYT 3/20) that the technical staff to be sent to the
San Francisco Conference by the Administration would be heated by Leo ?asvolksyl
special assistant to Secretary of State Stettinius, and that the advisers probobly
would Include John Foster Dulles, chairman of the Commission on a Just and Durable
Peace of the Federal Council of Churches in America, and a special foreign affairs
assistan+ to Governor Thomas' E, Dewey, Republican candidate in the 1944 Presidential
campaigno In predicting Mr, Pasvolsky's appointment James B, Reston wrote (NYT
3/20)t "It is increasingly clear here that, on the question of world security
organization, Mrs, Pasvolsky is playing a loading if not a decisive role in the
deliberations of the United States Government and it was therefore expected that
ho would play an important part at San Francisco, as he did at the recent inter-
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American conference at Mexico City." Mra Dulles rejected (NYT 3/22) the sug-
gostion that he attend the conference as an attache to the official Ame~rican
delegation* He set forth his position in a letter to Senator Arthur H-. Vanden-
berg, leading Republican member of the delegation, which stated: "It is myp'l.o±Tronce
to have no official status at San Francisco. For several years now I have, in
various unofficial capacities, worked for the creation of a world organization
dedicated to securing a just and durable peace# i think that if I continue in
that way it will best serve the great cause we all have at heart." Ina d
dress before a luncheon meeting of the Foreign Policy Association in New York
(OSM 3/17) Mro Dulles warned that "the peace will not be won except by those'
who dare* "" The first concern of the San Francisco conference, he emphasized,
"must be to keep alive the still. fragile reality of co-operation between the great
powers," "In the ef~'ort -to improve on Dumbarton Oaks," he added, "we must not
destroy what we aea1 Mr. Dulles went on record as favoring provisions for amend-
ing the charterf liberalizing it "by taking away the perpetual right of veto" given
each of the "Big, Five" in order to avoid "a straitjacket." Hie also urged that
-the proposed security council be guided by an ethical standoard to give it Vsoul"
and that memnber states not be required to use force to sustain a cond~.tion found
to be unjust." Likelihood that the Dlumbarton Oaks agreement will be amended
from time to time is quite remote, h6 declaroda' With each of the five permanent
members granted perpetual veto power1 ' "It will. be easier for a camol to go through
tho e o of a needle than for an amondment to go through the Dumbarton Oaks for-.
miul~a. ' Nevertheless,' ho amphaqized, "peace, like war, requires the people t-o
go on taking risks. * Peace requires the victors to trust others to the extent
of permitting change without 'the unanimous consent of any named group. That
means taking a chance on the fairness and decency of the group as a whole. Tho
'Big Fie are going to force all other nations to take that chance, Unless they
take it themselves, they will not build a durable structure of peace,"l In a sub-
sequent speech at a United Nations rally in Washington (AP 3/26) Mr. Dulles des-
cribed the Dumbarton Oaks security plan as no more than a step towards organized
world peace, The development of actually working machiner'y, he said1f is a wattor
for the years and the evolution of internat-ional law'o Mr.-~Dulles supported the
Duimbarton Oaks proposals, however, as having value for the purpose of bringing
the nations together in the fellowship from~ xvli.ih that law could devel~op*

Con gre s e,

Attempts to forecast Senate voting on the world security proposals
yielded contradictory results. Roscoe Drummond (CSM 35/13) quoted a "high
Administration official" as stating that "there will not be 20 Senate votes
against Dumbarton Oaks-a" The probablo'lin6-up was given as: For ratification,
69; against ratification, 14; doubtful, 12. "On the basis of' this estimate -

an estimate by one who has intimate association with Congress," Mir. Drumimond
declared, "Senate ratification of -the forthcoming United Nations charter is
certain, and the United States, which remained aloof from World Peace 1, is
ready to become a full participant in World Peace 11. Two conditions should
probably be attached to this confident forecast. One is that no grave difficul-
ties develap at San Francisco to cause division among the United Nati~ons._
The other is that the American delegation avoid making any serious pblitical.
blunders during the course of the conference itself*- The outlook is reasonably
secure on both points,," On the other hand, the Union for Democratic Action's
Congressional Newsletter (3/15) gave the following as "tho best available break-
do~wn of'Senate sentimonT for and against world organization":ý For (strong as horse-
radish), 1'7; For (string enough), 28; Doubtful (but leaning towai-d world organiza-
lion), 17; Doubtful (but leaning toward isolation)1 8; Votes for# but talks against,
world co-operation, 1; Against (and for isolation), 20; Have voted iselutionist,
have readntly been talking for world co-operationA-o "Such a breakdown," the
Newsletter pointed out, "doesn't yield the clear two-thirds majority needed for
tMoaty ratification. And, with the Senate Judiciary's vote not to act on any
proposed Constituti6nal amendments until after the war, there's no hope of changing~
the tw6-thirds ruleý World peace is NOT in the bag; it is stillto be won in tho
Senate1 where it was lost 25 years ago" A poll of the U.S. Senate conducted
by PM (3/18) revealed that "President Roosevelt faces a major struggle to obItain
a t~o-thirds Senate majority permitting American ei~tranco into the new world se-
Cu~rIty council planned at Dumibarton Oaks and Yalta;2 The survey gives unmistakable
evidence that the battle of the pence is not yet won." The, question tubmittod in
this poll was: "Would you,, on the basis of information now available, vote for or
agatinst U.S,, entrance into the new world security council to be established at
the San Francisco Cofrec. Eighty-seven responses were obtainod and the
overall results wore:' Unequivocally "~yes",, 4V1; Probjably "yes", 4;' "No"l, 0;
"Roservationists"i 34. Grouping the "Yes" and "Probably" returns together, PM
astimated that President Roosevelt still noedoa to win 11 more supporters''to-
reach the figure of 64 needed for ratification-0 The newspaper emphasized$, howo,
over, that those tabulated as "ro'servatio-niots" could not be construed as a
solid, diehard, conser~rative tea, Their comments reflected wide variations of
intensity and approach-4
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At a luncheon itooting, of the Foreign Policy Associ~ation in New~ York
OSM 3/17) Senator Albon WI Barkley (D., Kontucky)jDomooratic floor- leader in
the Senate, said -there was "a-n unbroken Uine of pr-ogress and of determination
from W%6arton Oaks to Yalta and to San Frnanciscoý togothei' with intervening
stationo sl~ch as Quebec, Tehoi-an and Maital whi6A we cainhot afford to bro&kW

The San Francisco Conference should consider caroftily the futuire of
mandated areas and the consequences of a closed door Policy in the Noewý Fastt
Senator Ralph 0, Brewster (R., Maine) Said3 at a dinner in Now York spon~orod
by the New Zionist Organization of America (ITYT 3/19). "The Palestine issue
n)ot only affects the question of an equitable peace," Senator Brol~stor said,
"but touches en the future of mv..ndanted territories, It will have to be one of
the tasks of tho coming San Francisco Conference to consider and decide, unen-
cumbered by previous secret arrangements, the future of mandated areas and the
form of international supervision over areas which, because of the primitive
character of their population, may need such supervision."

Approval of the Dumbarton Odks proposal at the San Francisco Conferenoe
was predicted (PM 3/28) by Senator Harold H, Burton (Re, Ohio)'at the 25th an-
niversary observance of the League of Women Voters in Now Yorko, The Senator
pointed out that in addition to approval of Dumebarton Oaks, changing of the two-
thirds Senate rule needed for treaty ratifications* would be necessary if inter-
national security and peace were to be maintained. He sugroestoa. a majority vote
of both Senate and House in place of the two-thirds Senate ruleo

Speaking at the same function Senator Tom Connally (D. Texas), delegate
to the San Francisco Conference and chairman of the Sonato Foreign relations
Committee, declared that the United States "must bo* a member of any international
ins-brumenrality to proserve tho peace of the world,- '1!thout our membership it
Must failb"

Churches.

An appeal to observe Sunday, April 22, as a special flay of Prayer #or
the success of the San Francisco Conference was issued (HT 3/27) by the official
heads of 34 national church bodies. It S'ntatd: "The conference may well be a
turning point in -the history of our time* The success of this conference can
offer reasonablo hope for the development of c. just and durable peace. Its
failure would mark a long stop toward a third world war. Our churches are pro-
foundly concerned in the outcome of these deliberations*' Basic conditions of
human welfare and basic Christian purposes Rro at stako,." A-mong -the signers were
Bishop Go Bromley Oxnams president of the Fo,ý-Oral Council of the Churches of
Ch,16st in America; Commander Harold Stasson. president of the International Council
of -Religious Education; Mrs. Harper'Sibley, -,residont of the United Council of
Chturch Women; Dr, Robert M. 11opkins,'chalirir.j of the Foreign Missions Conference
of North America; Dr. Douglas Horton, chairman of the American Committee for the
,Pvorld Council of Churches; and Dr. Herman N, Morse, president of the Home Missions
Council of North America. The other signers included tho heads of 25 Protestant
denominations and of three b~'anches of the Eastern Orthodox Church - the Russian,
the Syrian and the Ukrainians

Support for the principles~enunciatod at the Dumbarton Oaks conference
was voiced by several church groups. In announcing its ondorsement the Philadel-
phia Conference of the Methodist Church urged (UP 3/12) the United States to
abandon its "dangerous policy of' political isolation." A. report of the Social
Service commission approved by -the conference said that any isolationist policy
should be replaced by one of international agro omont. The "day has come when thelre
rnrzt- be no exploitation of any people on earth", the report said, It declarerd that
the unconditional-surrender formula adopted by the United Nations must not moan
"runconcern for the wishes of conquered people or unilateral action in disposing of
their fate. The House of Bishops of the Protestant Episcopal Church, through
letters read by rectors in churches, urged (AP 3/14) parishes throughout the
country to support the Dumbarton Oaks principles, The letter said the conference
was the "first step toward a just and durable peace."~ "Th6ughtful people,"~ it
continued "reo a reed that the peace for which we pray, , cannot be achieved
anld maint~.ino d Wi hout a union or concert of nations organized under Law and backe.2
by force* The Dumbarton Oaks proposals~*' * offer a forward-looking plan rep-
resenting the widest area of agreement yet achieved by four great powers on a
gonoral.t,-ýnization making for world stabilization. **I

Labor'*

The four weeks preceding the San Francisco Conference were designated
"United Nations Month" within the Congress of Industrial Organizations by President
Philip Murray in a letter to all CIO affiliates. All CIO locals and members wore
urged to undertake during this period stle ios and discussions of the London Torld
Trade Union Conference, the Bretton Woods Agreement, Dumibarton Oaks, the Crimea
Conference', the San Franois'o meeting and1 similar world security conferences and'
proposals' Mr, Murray saido "It will be uip to CongrsptiualthSet,
to ratify the San Firancisco decisi~ons, and it will be up to the American people to
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insist that they do so," he wrote, Mr, Murray also urged CIO members to ask mom-
hars of Co~grass to veot for the Bretton 1Vloods Monetfry Agreement :ihu
amen dments'

It place for labor at the San Francisco conference, and evontuall-y
at the peace table itself, was demanded (ITYP 3/16) in a statement issued by
the AFL~s International Labor Relations Committoe. "17,o believe," the comn-
mittee asserted,". , '6 that Aimerican labor unions have an obligation to partici-
n;ato in the framing of the peace a,ýs advisors to the national delegation of the
U.S. We also believe thatL labor of all other oountries should havo like recog-
nition at the peace table. rWe believe that American labor should be accorded rep-
resentation in an advisory capa-.city to our delegates to the San Francisco meeting-*

Other National Organizations

Americans United for `.orld Organization released (CSM 3/12) and sent
to President Roosevelt a compilation showing the "state of public sentiment in
the United States in favor of a strong and democratic world organization based
on the Dumbarton Oaks proposals" as shown by the attitude of 34 of the largest
national organizations, the major political parties and Congress itself.

An open Ittor to the President described the actions of those loading
groups as r~presenting "an overwhelming majority of the articulate opinion" of
the country'#

The same )e ttory also sent to members of Congress and to the American
delegation to the United Nations conference at San Francisco expressed the opinion
that the Awen'ican peop~le, united as they are on this question, would "tolerate no
unreasonable dallying" once the results of the San Francisco conference are before
the Congross'q

According to the statement, American sentiment demands not only security
from war but a forceful reassertion of the Atlantic Charter and provision in tho
San Francisco agreements for future amendment ana improvement of "the democratic
and humane aspects" of the proposed world agency.

Replie's received from 500 present and past members of the armed forces?
polled as to whether they would fight again to preserve the peace if such action
should be initiated by a United Nations Security Council, showed that 95 per
cent approved such a proposal, it was announced (NYT 3/2q) by Charles G. Bolte,
chairman of the American Veterans Committee, in New York-

In a 2otter'to the editor of the New York Times (3/28) 127 A. Hunton,
Educational director, Council on African Affairs, wrote: "It is, in my opinion,
dangerous to t~hink in terms of Amarie'a having bases for its protection, Britain
having bases for its protection, etc.- The only genuine protection which America
or any other country can have against aggression is in a system of military se-
curity resting upon the joint consent and joint action of the major Allied poworsol"

Recognition of the need for compromise in reaching an international
accord at the San Francisco Conference was urged in a statement issued (NYT 3/23)
by the National Peace Conference after six of the 25 voting members of the con-'
ference had cast ballots against it'* The conference, headed by John Patil Jones,
Minister of the Union Church of Bay Ridge, Brooklyn, has approximately -forty
constituent members) all national organizations'whoso programs include an interest
in international affairs and the post-war world. In issuing the statement on the
conference's position, Dr. Jones declared that the six votes cost against it wore
"in part accounted for by scruples regarding the pkace of compromise in ethical
thought, ftd represent opposition to the acceptance of the concept of the in-
avi ab~lity of compromise at San Fra-ncisoc.Q# The formal statement advocated in
part, a sense of world citizenship" and 'recognition in advance that agreements
at San Francisco will inevitably involve compromise, and that the initial world
organization will be imperfect and incomplete."

It was announced (UP 3/28) that the women's division of the Democratic
National Committee, had scheduled nearly 1500 meetings during April to study
the Dumbarton Oaks proposals that will be placed before the Stan Francisco con-
ferenoee To these meetings the women's division was to distribute thousands of
handbills containing this statement:. "Remember that the choice is not between
the proposed world organization and some other one, The choice is between the
proposed one and none, If Dumnbarton Oaks is discarded we must begin to prepare
for World War 1ll.

A committee rbprobenting Italian-American organizations with a total
membership of nearly 2,O00,tC0C, appealed (NYT 3/30) to President Roosevelt and
Secretary of State Stettinius urging that the United States Government should
take the initiative in having the sponsoring countries invite the Italian Govern-
ment to participate in the San Francisco conference, The committee was headed by
Luigi Antonini, president of the Italian-A'merican Labor Council, and included
Justice Ferdinand Pecora of the Supreme Court0 and Samuel Shore,' vice president of
the Liberal party. The appeal declared tha" failure to invite Italy "will tend to



vitiate the many eftorts which the American Government has been making for the
establishment of a world security organization" and would be "on act of' flagrant
injustice against a people with whom our country has had many bonds of friehdship.1'
Approval of the appeal was voiced also by the Labor League for Human Rights, the
war relief arm of the American Federation of Labor;, Columbian Republ~can League;
Jewish Labor Committee and the American Labor' Conference on International Affair's,
headed by William Green, president of the AFL'*

Mis cellan eous

In a series of four articles written at the request of the North Ameri-
ca.-n Newspaper Alliance and published in -the New York Times (3/2513/2613/271,3/26)
Herbert Hoover, former President of the United States, dicussed'the tumbar'ton
Oaks proposals and the prospects of the San Francisco conference-* Mr. Hoover
pointed out that the Dumbarton Oaks proposals were in most ways patterned upon
the League of Nations. The league was a partial success and its failures pre-
sented vivid experieince which it would be folly to ignore. In the light of
-those experiences, there were some important additions which "should be infused
into the Dumbarton Oaks proposals and thereby greatly strengthen this chart of
peaceall The suggested additions were:.

1'* Positive standards of the political rights of men and nations and
the establishment of a world committee to promote these political rights, this
committee to rank-with +he economic and social committees already px'mposed in
the Dumbarton Oaks plcan#

2; Provision for revision of onerous treaties between nations at, say,
ten-year intervals in order to assure that the peace settlements are dynami~c and
not static#

3. Regional organization of the organization to preserve peace In
three areas, Asia, Europe and the lUes~ern Hemisphere, the regional organizations
to be subject to the Security Council"*

4! Absolute disarmament of the enemy powers*'

5.* Immediate relative disar'mamont of the United Nations and the'

establishment of maximum limit of armies, navies and air power among them*'

6'0 The authority to use force should not be given to the American
delegate on the Security Council, but that power should be relegated to the
President of the United States with the provision that he be bound 4, the
majority of the joint Foreign Rel~ations Committees of the Sennate and the House
as to whether a vote to employ Aýmerican force shall be submitted to Congress as
a whole'#

7'0 Take enough time in formulating the charter of peace to do it right*

Thomas F. Reynolds claimed (PM 3/14) to have learned "on the highest
authority" that the Crimea Conference "w~orked out a plan to solve the coiy~t'ol
over strategic Pacific and Oriental islands and continental bases by a system
of United Nations 'trusteeships' to be granted by the projected world sqcurity
organization." It was said to be the intention of the groat powers to ask world
sanction for such machinery in the charter for a world security organization which
would be devised at the San Francisco Conference'*

Discussing the Dumbarton Oaks proposals at a discussion meeting sponsored
by the oomen's division of the Democratic N~ational Committee and the 16,oman'ý
Niational Democratic Club (OSM 3/16) Dean Harriet Elliott of 17oman'st College,
University of North Carolina, said "it is important to understand that every
nation will be subject to the discipline of the United Nations if they thr'eaten
the peace of the world;"t Defending the compromises that emerged frqt the con-
ference and from Yalta, she declared, "It should not be difficult for Americans
to understand that compromises may be essential in any new political vetrel
It is a weall known fact that every man in the constitutional convention left
Philadelphia disappointed because some special provision which he advocated
had not been adopted."

JNTER-A'MERICAýN CONFERENCE ON PROBLN11S OF tU&R A.ND PELCE

Reporting to the Senate (HT 3/13) on their mission as representatives
of the United States at the Mh1oxioo City Conference, Senators Tom Connally
(D,,, Texas) and W7arren R, Austin (R., Vermont) declared that the Act of Claap-
ultepec providing for the use of force to prevent or halt aggressionl in the
Americas had set a pattern for the world security organization to be established
at the San Francisco Conference, They emphasized that the Chapultepec agreement

" 8 -
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was within the framework of the Dumbarton Oaks plan. Senator Aýustin cited a
provision in the Duffbarton Oaks program specifying that the now world organi-
zation would not bar regional security arrangements such as the Act of Chapul-
tepec. He also asserted that should the San Francisco Conference fail, the
decisions r'eached at Mexico City would "take care of" peace in the Western
Hemisphere*

Comment.

The AFL Committee on International Labor Relations praised (NYT 3/17)
the work of the Mexico City Conference, at rihich the AFL was represented in
a statement which said:. "The conference has provided a basis of equitable
treatment for all to assure economic growth of each nation and to bring about
rising levels of living to the peoples of every participating nation.

"The rights of workers to join together in unions and to bargain col-
lectively with employers is endorsed in the tenth principle set forth in
the economic charter of the Americas, which the twenty American nations
pledged appropriate steps to realize the objectives set forth in the Inter-
national Labor Organization's Declaration of Philadelphia."

The Inter-American conference held in Mexico City was of the utmost
importance to farmers of the Middle0 TWeSt, James Patton, president of tho
National Farmer's Union, said in a letter to the Prairie Farmer (3/17)*
He cited the following reasons:

1s This hemisphere is our house, so to speak, and from a military
security standpoint we must have the best understanding and closest co-
operation among the countries of the !,Iostern Hemisphere. (2). The best
potential markets all of us (nations) in this hemisphere have is among
ourselves. Our economies are complementary to a groat degree. (3), In
terms of world organization and lasting peace., the countries of the Americas
must present a United front at all times0"1

A "round-up" by PM (3/25) produced the following opinions on the re-
sults of the Mexico City Conference:. "Mexico City revea~ls that a regional
system can be planned so 6.s to fit into and strengthen the world organiza-
tion." -Edward C, Carter, secretary-general, Institute of Pacific Relations#
"The United States was ablth in a brge measure to recoup its position of '
leadership in the Western Hemisphere." - Olive Holmes,'research assistantý
Foreign Policy Alssociation, who attended the conference. "The conference
providdd a potential economic charter for the Western Hemisphere." - Bruce
Bliven, editor, New Republic- "As I see it,- thr'ee vitally important facts
emerge, First, Fascism and fascist aggressions, such as the attach Argentina
has been preparing against Uruguay, will not be met by one nation but by the
combined might of the Americas. Second, the 'Economic Charter lays the
foundation for a We7stern Hemisphere from which the hunger that has afflicted
large areas and their peoples will be banished by mutual effort. Third, the
American nations go onz record for an international system of guarantees for
human rights." Laura Vicray, managing editor, Free World. "I'd say that it
accomplished one important thing - that the Ameri~canna-tions got together and
decided that if any one of them$ especially A-rgentina,. which was not invited
to the meeting, attack any other they would consider it an attack on all,,`
- Ray Josephs, author of A~rgentine Diary." "The Americatn nations agreed to
stand together in this hemisphere against Fascism. Al.so, the conference
highlighted the necessity for making arrangements whereby the American na-
tions buy and sell each ether's products. This is important in'view of the
major economic crisis expected after the war." - J. King Gordon, managing
editor, The Nation-.

GENERAL POLICIES

Admin istration

Returning from the Crimea and Mexico City conferences, Secretary of
State Stettinius said (NYT 3/11): "From now on we Americans - (for our own
sake) - must share in the re'sponsibility of establishing and maintaining peace
everywhere in the world. I do not for one moment under-estimate the difficulties,
nor should-any American underestimate them." Secretary Stettinius said that the
next step ahead was the United ý,ations conference at San Francisco On April 25
and "after that the task of making the-new organization roally work." He told
correspondents that he returned from two notable Allied confere~nces with the
conviction that "the United States should cooperate with its Allies to win the
battle for establishment of peace and its maintenance in the future."
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He warned: "How durable and secure the peace will be after victory will depend
upon whether we can work together with the other United T~ations even more close-
ly and successfully than we have in this war* W~e have no other choice except
economic disasters and another war far more terrible. From now on, we Americans
must share--for our own sake--in the responsibility of establishing and main-
taining peace everywhere in the world."l

"All the labors of this trip", Secretary Stottinius continued, "have
been towards the same end - establishing the basis of a lasting peace in which
Americans and others can live in the assuranoo of greater security and freedom
of wider opportunities. It is literally true today that we Americans are the
neighbors -next-door neighbors - of every other people on earth."

Acomprehensive program for dealing with liberated areas of the
world was set forth by the State Department (NYT 3/18) through its weekly
broadcast over NBC when the problem was discussed by Lrchibald MacLeish, As-
sistant Secretary of State in charge of public relations, Charles P. TAft,
Special Assistant on War-time Economic Affairs, and James Clement Dunn,
Assistant Secretary of State in charge of European Aiffairs. Summing up the
discussion, Mr, MacLeish said.- "We have a direct responsibility and a direct
interest in the liberated countries, east and west. Specifically, we have a
responsibility in oommon with our allies to see to it that the peoples of these
coounlrrios have not only feed but an opportunity to live under government of
their own choosing. Further, we realize that our own economic welfare depends
on-helping the countries whiý6h have been in the direct path of war to'get back
on their feet. Aýnd, finally, we intend to stay on the job, this time, until
our responsibilities have been fulfilled. We do not intend simply to drive the
Nazis and the Japanese out of the occupied countries and then secede from the
world. We are part of the world and wo propose to stay with it until we are
sure that we have won what we are fighting for, a just and durable peace,1"
Mr. Taft stressed that the policy applied to the Far East as well as to Europe#
"If we want to produce the sort of world our boys are fighting for," ho said,
"Tw must insist that the sitccountries and colonies, as well as the European
countries, get shipping dnd supplies to carry on, and a fair break when the
fighting is over as waell-* The great areas and populations of the Far East have
further to go than the WRest, They offer one of the greatest opportunities for
an expanded world trade and higher standard of living. So it is in our interest
to help them all we can. So far as tho Netherlands Indies are concerned,"' he
explained, "the Dutch are taking care of that entirely and expect to pay for it.*
Apart from China, we probably won't have as much of a problem everywhere out
there as we have in Europe. Thle whole region of southwest Asia may not be
liberated as soon, for one thing."

The speakers pr'aised the Dumbarton Oaks security plan and the decisions
of the Yalta Conference, saying that wea now have cooperation betweeon the great
powers, which was "absolutely essential to the success of the intornatio-nal
organization"' for peace. Mr. Dunn suggested a date for the next world war in
the event that the securityr organization should not prevail. "17e could pretend
to withdraw from the world, as we did to some extent after World w1ar l, he said.
"But we woiuld probably have to come out of our hermit's cave again anyhow, along
about 1970, and fight another war--and next time we would be the first to ba
attacked."t Mr. Dunn rejected talk of spheres of influence, particularly with
respect to Russia# "The Yalta declaration should have cleAred up that point
completely," he sftid. "The British and Soviet Governments, with the United
States and France, if she agrees, are pledged to consult with each other con-
stantly in every part of liberated Europe.

"Most of this talk of power politics and spheres of influence stems
from t[he military situation. By the very course of events, the Russian armies
have been operating in Eastern Europe and the Anglo-A'merican combined armies in
Italy and Western Europe, and that has given rise to the question whether cer-
tain countries are going to have a predominance of influence in certain areas."l

.The State Department's policy toward Germany and Japan was set forth
in a broadcast by officials over NBC as "inflexibly one of unconditional sur-
render, punishment of their war cr'iminals, and rendering them militarily im-
potent for the future" (NYT 3/25)48 The discussion was carried on in the weekly
series of broadcasts on "Building the Peace" by James C. Dunn and Archibald
MacLeish, Alssistant Secretaries of State, and Robert Murphy, U.S. Political
A~dviser on Germain Affairs with Supreme He11adquarters of the Allied Expedi~ionary
Forces in Europe'& Summing up the view expressed during the broadcast, Mr.0
MacLeish said: "First, we are definitely committed to the policy of uncondi-
tional surrender. We believe that nazism can only really be destroyed and the
war really won on that bn'sis. We bbliovo the great majority of the American
people feel the same way'* Secondly, it is not our purpose to destroy the peopia
of Germany but only the gangs who havo misgovernedf mismanaged and misled them.
That moans that we propose to fninish--and really to punish--the guilty war lead-
ers and their tools and agents-*
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Third, our whole policy for the occupation of Germany is a policy aimed at
stamping out Nazi controls at every point. WVo don't know ho~w long it will be
necessary to occupy Germany in order to irndo the evil work which has been doneo
there, but we propose to stay with the job until it is finished. We believe,
however, that something, more thannthe detstrvtction of the physical power of Ger-
many to make war will bo requirod-O Vie feol that the Gorman people must them-
selves change their point of view about their relation to the rest of'the world.
This wo think is one of the toughest probloms with which we are faced. It is
tough because it is part of the larger problem of the future reintegration of the
German people into the community of mankind." The attitude presented with re-
spect to Germany was similar to that sot forth toward Japan but more precise
statements were made concerning the Reich because, it was pointed out, "plans
for th 'e treatment of Japan, like the end of the Japanese war itself, are still
in the future." The speakers emphasized that "our stand on unconditional sur-
render applies to Japan as well as Germany."

In a. speech telephoned from Vilashington to the annual dinner of the
Amerioan Labor Party in Now York, Harold L. Ickes stressed (YYT 3/16) that the
security of America hinged upon the kind of peace that was written* He declared
that "we will not tolerate this time a peace written by sentimental zanies with
the unwanted and scarcely realized aid of crafty power politicians." To be
effective, he said, "it is essential that any peace have potential force behind
it," and v'ihile he did not want a "Vindictive peacel" neither was a "soft peace"
desirable-* He added: "I hope that this country, which would be most likely to
fail in this regard will keep itt international mollycoddles at home during
the peace negotiations - that is, unless wo* want a tissue-paper peace that
a light summer zephyr would rend and shred*"

Congress

M,'ilton R. Young, rowvly appointed Senator from North Dakota, said
(PM 3/12) that he favored "some sort of wocrld organization for the preservation
of peace"' and would be "ardent" in sup-ort of any program seeking'to create such
an organization. Senator Young, who is a Republican and a farmer? said he'be-
lieved any effective peace organization must be backed by a woell-officered,
well-manned and well-equipped army and. navy and with air forces adequate to
meet any situation."

In his first formal address to the Senate (NYT 3/29) Senator 5'4
WTilliam Fulbright (D., A~rkansas) challenged it to take a -positive position
on how to prevent future wars or "if itfeels itself inadequate to this task"
to let the House share in hebeing it to make up its mind. Senator Fulbright
argued that the country could not afford to entrust the formulation of foreign
policy solely to "a few polished and cultured gentlemen-in the dark and dig-
nified recesses of the State Department, The recent IMexico City Conference
was one of the fewi occasions in the country's history,* he added, when the
constitutional provision for Senate "advice as well as consent" on treaty-
making was invoked* Following the principle, ho continued, the Senate should
proceed very seen to exercise the same authority in advising the AL'dministration
how it feels about "the groat decisions" which must soon be made. Such discus-
sion, he held, should clear up"a common belief, perhaps a myth," that the Aým~er-
ican people are anti-British, anti-Russian ind anti-Jewish, and feel that A~meri-
can statesmen always lose out to superior cleverness of foreigners in any in-
ternational agreements." Certain interests -and new,7spe-pers are continually
promoting these "myths" and "narrow prejudices," he said. Earlier dissemination
of such "myths" ho asserted, was h rgely responsible for the failure of the
Senate to approve the Lecv',ue of Nations anc0 for current assertions that the Sen-
ate could not be relied upon to support future efforts for world security-
"A11nother myth," he said, jas that A1,merica is being asked to join a worldopoaco-~
keeping program merely out of charity." "if there is any reason for doing this,"
he said, "it is for our national self-interest. 170 have more to lose from chaos
and more to gain from the pursuits of eýeace than any other people."

Labor

Plans for the formation and meeting of a new world labor organization
in Paris in September were discussed (NYT 3/11) at the opening session of a
three-day meeting of the national ex6outive board of the Congress of Industrial
Organizations in the Hotel Commodore*'

In a statement issued by its International Labor Relations Committee
the AFL warned the United States (NYT 3/16) against dictation by "any interna-
tional trade union gathering in the conduct of our foreign relations." 'The
statement referred to the recent 'World Trade Union Conference in London, in
which it refused to participate, and explained that the AFL, had accepted the
responsibilities of membership in the International Federation of Trade Unions
which restricted membership to a "singrle free trade union organization from each
country,"1 The invitation to attend the London conference was declined, the
statement saidr "because the British Trades Union Congress had no right to
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supersede the authority of the IFTU in convening a world conference and because
the invitations were addressed to some orrganizations which are not free trade
unions, to others which are Government dominated to many which are dual in
character., destruction in purpose and ehich fail to recognize the need of domes-
tic trade union unity.0

The most striking defect of -the conference, the statement said, was
the lAck of unity in its composition. "The labor organizations of the Soviet
Union," it said, "for example, can hardly be described as performing the same
function as labor unions in representative democracies practicing'the sy~tem
of individual initiative, private ownership and freedom of speech, press, wor-
ship and association."

A "New Charter for Labor and Management" signed by Presidents William
Green of the AFL, Philip Murray of CI0 and Eric Johns-ton of the Chamber of
Commerce of thd United States (NYT 3/29) contained the following provisions:
An expanding economy at home will be stimulated by a vastly increased foreign
trade' Arrangements must therefore be perfected to afford the devasted or
undeveloped nations reasonable assistance to encourage the rebuilding and devel-
opment of sound economic systems* Intrornational -trade cannot expand through
subsidized compotition among the nations for diminishing markets, but can be
achieved only through expanding Wrld markets and the elimination of any arbi-
trary and unreasonable practices"

An enduring peace must be secured. This calls for the establishment
of an international security organization, with full participation by all t~e
United Nationsp capable of preventing aggression and assuring lasting peace."1

UNITED NATIONt AND OTHE~R INTERNATIONAL AGENCIES

FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZA.TION OF THE'l UNITED TIAITIONS

President Roosevelt recommendedl to Congress (AP 3/26) that it ap-
prove the constitution of a United Natiors food and agricultural organization
and authorize active American participation. In the course of his message the
President said:"The United Nations have already made much progress i 'n setting
up an organization for international security. But our collaboration for peace
must be on a broader basis than security alone. J, e must strive to correct the
conditions that predispose people toward war or make them the ready tools and
victims of aggressors. We shall need aýlso to work together as nations toward
achieving freedom from want. Our participation in the Food ai'2d Agriculture
Organization will be an essential step in this collaboration."

REPARATIONS COM4MISS ION

It was announced (NYT 3/13) by Secretary of'State Stettinius that
Isador Lubin, statistician to the Combined.Chiefs of Staff, had been appointed
to represent the United States on the Reparations Commission which would meet
in Moscow to determine reparations in kind for German damages in Europe,. The
creation of this commission, Secretary Stettinius said, was the "first step in
implementation of the decision taken at Yalta to exact reparation in kind for
the destruction wrought by the Germans, and -that it would "consider the extent
and methods for exacting compen sat ion'*"

I NTER- GOVERNMENTA-L COMM ITTEE ON REFUGEES

Earl G. Harrison was appointed (PM 3/16) to succeed Myron C. Taylor
as U.S. representative on the Inter-Governmental Committee on'Refugoes. Mr.
Harrison, former Commission of Immigrati6n and Naturalization, was expected to
go to his new post in London immediately.

UNITED NATIONS 7AR CRIMES COMMjISSION

A, charge that Congress andl the people had been kept in the dark on
the United Nations' policy towards war criminals and the activities of the
United Nations 7Var Crimes Commission was made (NYT 3/23) to the House Foreign
Affairs Committee by Representative Emanuel Collor (D., New York). Mr. Cocler
Asserted that it was not only -the right but the duty of the legislative body to~
"Iplay an important part in the question of Axis criminals." Appearing as the
first witness as -the committee began hearings on his own joint resolution pro-
posing that a commission be appointed by the President to cooperate with the
Allied Wi'ar Crimes Commission, M.,r. Cellor warned that "the whole program or lack
of program for the punishment of Axis criminals will remain a dark secret just
as it was after the last war unless Congress steps in." Representative Daniel
J, Flood (D., Pennsylvania) said he thought the whole, question had been improper-
ly handled. "No United Nations leader or group of leaders ought to back away
from the problem," he daolarod4, "There is an atmosphere of evasion about the
whole issue."
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ECONOMICS 1ND INTERNATIONA.'L ECONOMIC ORC2IZATTMON

FINANCE

Testimony both for and against the Bretton 'Roods proposals was
hoard by the House Banking and Cu rroncy Committee. One of the principal
witnesses was Dr. Harry D. 11hite, assistant secretary of the Treasury, who
urged (NYT 3/14) that early approval of the proposals was mnore urgent than a
world security organization because theo'o is little likelihood of hostilities
occuring soon after an armistice whilo "~the economic dangers will be in our
laps the moment the war stops." Referring to the difficulties involving the
international institutions projected at Bretton Woods# Dr. WThite said that
"1wt the greatest expedition on the part of Congress they could not start
operating for many months, or maybe a yea,.r or two."t In an appraisal of the
Alternate recommendations of the Lmerican Bankers' A'ssocication (See Report
No. 36) he said thbt their adoptiob would "definitely wreck" the whole Bretton
Woods program. Discussing the bankers' proposal to scrap the proposed Inter-
national Monetary Fund, Dr* 17hite said the fund was an essential counterpart
of the proposed Bank for Reconstruction afid Developfitmnt, since its existence
would make some of the member countt'ies better risks for the bar~k's operations'.
Supporting testimony was also given by Fred IM* Vin son, Federal Loa-n 2Administi'atcr;
who' was vice chairman of the U48. delegation at the Bretton W7oods conference.
Mro Vinson datdribed the conference as Via model of democratic action"t and
stated that the existence of the proposed fund and bank would have averted the
present war, Edward-E, Brown, president of the First National Bank of Chicago
and the only banker on the Brotton Woods delegation, said in reply to questions
directed to him as a former member of -the post-war monetary committee of the
_Lmerican Bankers A'ssociation that the recent statement of the A.B*1A. did not
represent, "by any manner of means, unanimous opposition on theo part of all
of the members of the A,.B.A. Wayne Chatfield Taylor, Under Secretary of Com-
merce, told the committee that -the Bretton 7oods proposals represented an im-
portant attempt "to create an international mionetary system" which would in-
corporate "the best and most practical features of the international gold Stan-
dard." He said he felt that the critics of the proposed international monetary
fund "had seriously erred," dismissing all of the proffered alternatives as
"et ssentially negative rather than positive in character." 'W1illiam L. Clayton,
Aissistant Secretary of State in charge of economic matters, staid that "there
is not one single element of Santa Claus philosophy" in the Bretton Weeds
proposals. W. Randolph Burgess, president of the American Bankers Associated
warned of "very grave dangers" in the preTnosals but pointed to the recommenda-
tions of the Commiittee for Economic; Ievolcpment (See below.) as offering a pos-
sible compromise. "The greatest danger in this thing, we being a mecurial
people," he said, "is that we m ght start by being Uncle Sucker and end up by
being Uncle Shylock." While suggesting that the CEfl proposal might offer an
ultimate compromise1 Mr.* Burgess emphasized that it would be better to make the
mere thorough-going revisions proposed by the A.B.A. The association's pro-
posal, he explained, would dispense with the projected $8B,800,000,000 tMohetaiýy
Fund, substituting a department for currency stabilization in the $9,1001000$000
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development. Leon Fraser, former head
of -the World War 1 Bank for International Settlement and president of the First
National Bank of New York, warned (WSJ 3/23) that the Bretton 7loods proposal
for an International Stabilation Fund probably would break down unless the
fund were continuously supplied from the United Staites, He joined Mr. Burgess
in recommending that the fund be scrapped and its currency statbilization func-
tions consolidated into a monetary department of the proposed 17orld Bank of
Reconstruction and Developmento Mro Fraser told the committee that the World
Bank was "tbased on constructive financial principles" but termed the Fund in
its approach to current stabilizAtion "premature and thooretical and a funda-
mental misstep."l WL. Hemingwdyt president of the Moerntile Commerce Bank
and Trust Company of St. Louis, suggested that the legislation be deferred un-
til after the San Francisco conference had set up the proposed International
Social and Economic Council, provided in the Dumbarton Oaks instrument, and
then let that body decide how to handle the problem of financial and monetqiy
organization. Mr. Hemingway, who is chairman of the A.B;As advisory committee
on Special A-ctivities, warned the committee that the monetary fund would
amount to "an economic sup(3rstate."l

It was reported (NYT 3/24) that the Administration had abandoned
its original hope of enacting the Bretton Woods 1-ogislation before the opening
of the Son Francisco Conference on April 25.

A-mong official spokesmen w-,ho made statements in support of the
Bretton Wbods proposals was Henry Morgenthau, jr., Secretary of the Treasury,
who warned in an address prepared for a meeting of the Foreign Policy Associa-
tion a.nd -the Minneapolis Civic and C.)mmorce A'ssociation (NYT 3/12) that unless
-bhe agreement became operative "the strides tow-,ard peace and security at Dlum-
barton Oaks, at Mexiao City and at Ynaltap as well as the further steps that
will be taken at San Francisco, may end only in frustation.,' Speaking at the-
Opera Victory Rally sponsored by the Metropolitan Opera Guild, William L, Clay."
ton. )xsistazft Secretarv of State in charf-ro of economic affairs. similarly
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declared (NYT 3/18) that "the most elaborate political 'and military arrangements
for the preservation of physicnl peace will soon disintegrate in an atmosphere
of bitterness created by international economic warfare." In San Francisco?
Dean Acheson, Assistant Secretary of State, asserted that the Bretton Woods
monetary program formed an "~absolutely essential counterpart" to the Dumnbarton
Oaks proposals for a world security organization.

Senator Claude Pepper (D., Florida) charged at a dinner of the Now
York State Council of the International Association of Machinists in New York
(NYT 3/24) -that big bankers in New York "are already trying to scuttle Bretton
Woods" and asserted -that "the only hope of the people is -that labor leadership
will overcome these forces." Senator Pepper described the bankers as prime
movers of "selfis 'h and narrow-minded interests, who will try to wreck'every
aspect of the United Nations program which affects their pocketbooks."

Support for the Bretton Woods proposals was forthcoming both from
business and labor groups. The Committee for Economic Development, a national
postwar planning association, backed by some 2,000 business firms and individuals,
declared its support of the legislation (NYT 3/20). Endorsement was subject to
a qualification that the proposed International Bank be "strengthened" by empower-
ing it to make "stabilization loans" in the event that such are needed to prevent
a "freezing" of the machinery of the companion International Monetary Fund-* It
was learned from "responsible officials" that there probably would be no objec-
tion to the qualification and it was thought that the CED position might thus
represent "the ultimate compromise between the more vigorous criticismse offered
by the American Bankers Association and those who want the Bretton Woods agree-
ments approved "without changing a comma."' Through its board of directors
the National Foreign Trade Council also went on record (NYT 3/21) as fav6ring
adoption of the proposals. This action was taken, the council announced, des-
pite the reservations held by many individual members with respect to technical
and other shortcomings in the proposals and despite the reluctance the council
felt in passing judgment on a single measure which "lacks co-~ordination and in-
tegration with a broader pattern." Expressing: a belief that tho Brotton Woods
agreements "do provide a fair basis for effective financial collaboration
among the United Nations as a counterpart of collective security in the political
sphereg" the heads of eleven leading Philadelphia banks informed Congress
(NYT 3/23) of their approval of the plan,

Thca American Labor Conference on International Affairs, urder the
chairmanship of William Green, president of the AF~ir made public a report
(NYT 3/23) urg-'-g Congressional approval of the Brotton 17oodL, agreerne~its on
the ground that they would facilitate full employment at home and would promote
world peace. It took issue with the American Bankers Association, saying they
were trying to have the fund dropped or postponed.

The Catholic Association for World Peace said (AP 3/23) that ac-
ceptance of the Bretton Woods proposals was necessary to a revival and oxp~insion
of world trade0, The projected internat-i-j1,l bank and monetary Thnid were uescribed
as a "joint acknowledgment of moral ±relomxontbility for dealing with a potent
source of world economic injustice. . .

The Chamber of Commerce of the United States, in a report of its
finance committee approved by the Board of r)>'ectzors, endorsed (NYT 3/26)
participation by the United Statesg i n th? -)Joctod InternationalI Bau.,k but urged
that Congress defer action on tho. companioe. :Ao'.ctvýry Fcind proposal of the Bretton
Woods Conference, The report cited 2wo' 1X~ i; n-terpretations of the
fund plan in the United S-,jates and the Un' ýed, Kingc'o-m" and stressed the danger
of signing an agreement "which oajh thinks means zcmomehing differentý"

In its current issue of' the Gunrinty Suorcve (WSJ 3/27) the Guaranty
Trust Co. stated that the International ~I~eayFn oddo little or nothing
to promote true currency stabilization and might have exactly the opposite ef-
fect. "Much more effoctive as a means of providing such credit as may be needed
to promote exchange availability and finance rehabilitation would be the proposed
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development,"' the Survey declared.

B.C. Forbes, president of the Investors Fairplay League, told the
Engineers Club of Philadelphia (HiT 3/29) that the Bretton TWoods program "reflects
the irresponsible attitude of the A~dministration regarding squandering of Ameri-
can financial resources."

Press Comment. Secretary Morgenthau's call for passage of the Bretton
Woods plan ws unfavorably viewed in 59% of the comment analyzed by one
report (TANO) during tho'weok ending March 10, while 38%
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the monetary fund, and reject unsound features. The approving minority
lauded Mr. Ldorgenthau's clear presentation of facts, called for passage
of the plan before the San Francisco Conference, and deprecated American
Bankers Association opposition as rooted in dislike of new methods or
as ably countered by the Independent Bankcers t'ssocibtion representing
small bankers. An Office 6f V,,-ar Information survey, dated March 23 and
based on a study of 134 editorials, stated that editors continued tU be
sharply divided on the International Monetary Fund, opponents exceeding
supporters in a ratio of about 4 to 3.

TRADE AND CARTELS

Authority for reductions of 50 per cent below the present tariff
rates in reciprocal trade agreements were proposed to Congress (NYT 3/27) in a
message from President Roosevelt requesting a renewal of the Trade Agreement 's
Act. The President said that this step, with other legislation, such as the
Bretton WFloods accord, the Chicago aviation treaty and the proposed food organiza-
tion, was essential as a "kit of tools" for the new world of international co-
operation and to prevent the return to economic warfare. A.n informal poll of
Senatorial sontimont showed (NYT 3/28) that the principal opposition to renewal
of the legislation arose over the issue of legislative versus executive powier
with lit~le disposition to return to the old system of general tariff acts",
Chairman Robert L. Doughton (Df, North Carolina) of the Houge 17ayq and Means
Committee, and Chairman Walter F. George (D., Georgia), of the Senate Finance
Committee, who will direct the measure through Congress, both stated (NYT 3/28)
they expected stronger opposition this time than heretofore. The most vocal
Congressional opposition was said (NYT 3/28) to come from members like Senator
Joseph C, O'Mahoney (D., Wyoming) who "direct their fire against the 'blanket'
authority, within p re-determined limits, granted by Congress to the Executive
to alter existing tariffs."

American industrial interests have "in numerous instances", already
carried on secret international'negotiations looking toward resumption of~
cartel agreements after the war, 1Attorney General Francis Biddle charged in
his annual report to Congress (PM 3/19)"* Cartel accords "fo'ster'domestic
monopolies," Mr. Biddle said, because powerful American concerns, in retburh
for the commitment of a foreign company to stay cut of the American market,
agree not to sell in forbidden P7oreign areas and also pledge "to keep domestic
competitors from selling abroad." "The purpose and effect of such agreements
is to raise domestic prices, thus curtailing consumer purchasing power,. and to
eliminate competitors," he declared-* "When these international and domestic
agreements concern the newer technological processes, as is likely to be the
case when patents are involved, they stand in the way of the future development
of small enterprise, necessarily restricted by the war, and the reconversion to
peacetime use of Goverrment-orined plants." Stressing the need for increasingly
vigorous enforcement of the anti-trust laws, Mr. Biddle said th3Se laws are
"the principal legal mechanism for maintenance of a free and competitive enter-
prise system in this country."

In a speech at a Liberal Party dinner in New York (NYT 3/24) Mro'
Biddle said,"I realize that competition is threatened. I know that there are
large segments of our industry where it hoc disappeared. I am conscious that
much thinking in Euhrope is against the competitive theory. Yet I dread what
will become of a world where cartelization is accepted; where enormously in-
creased regulation by the governt~ent necessarily follows, so that eventually
this individual's choice of work, even his choice of where to work will be
directed."

In an attack against "private, Government- contro lled and super-State
cartels" (NYT 5/29) J. Howard Pew, president of the Sun Oil Compahy, suggested
that lend-lease materials which are surplus at the end of the war, and the
Bretton Woods monetary agreements, be used as protective devices if there is any
attempt"to strong-arm" the United States into cartel arrangements. In ratifying
the Bretton '17oods proposals Congress could attach a reservation that no part of
the sums provided by the United States may be used by any enterprise participatir
in cartel arrangements, Mr. Pew told a meeting of the Nation~al Conferenob of
Business Paper Editors in New York-0 Mr.. Pew suggested that, in addition, Con-
gress could enact legislation making it unlawful for Americans to lend money to
foreign enterprises in cartels. He spid that "few voices today are openly
raised in defense of the so-called private cartel, but more believe in Government-
controlled agreements." He characterized the Anglo-American Petroleum Agreement
as typicel of the "super-State cartel," a type "far more reprehensible and detri-
mental to the public welfai'e than private cartels entered into by individual
companies, bad as they are'#"
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OIL

Thm proposed British-American oil agreement, revised in accordance
with recommendations by the industry in the U.S., "will go far toward~furnishing
a satisfactory pattern for other agreements of international interest,"
W. Alton Jones, president of~ Cities Service Co., advised stockholders (HT 3/20)
in a message accompanying the organization's annual report. Mr. Jones declared
that the company does not regard the proposed agreement as stifling to private
iniative "through inflexible government control of the oil industry, but rather
as an earnest and necessary effort to secure a working understanding among na-
tions under which the Unitod States petroleum industry can continue its inde-
pendence as a free enterprise brnth at home and abroad." It was reported by
the Journal of Commerce (3/21) that the revised version of the pact to be
presented to the President's Oil Committee by the State Department would retain
the anti-trust provision requested by the industry.

LIND-LEASE

1ftei' abrief and relatively calm debate" (NYT 3/14), the House
voted, 354 to 28, to extend the Lend-LeaseLact for another year, but directed
the Administration not to use the program for "post-war relief, rehabilitation
or reconstruction."' The threatened attack upon the measure was averted by the
Democrats' accpptance of the limitation amendment insisted upon by a Republic
minority of five in the Foreign Affairs Committee. Representative John M. Verys
(R.,Ohio), leader of the committee minority, told the House tha,,t the approved
amendment specifying that lend-lease was not a post'-war instrument was of
"1great significance," adding: "It shows complete agreement between the executive
and both parties in Congress that our post-war plans and policies will be sub-
mitted to Co'ngress."l

COMMUNICATIONS

AVIATION

President Roosevelt sent to the Senate (AP 3/12) the International
A~viation Treaty establishing an Aviation Council and affirming each country 's
control of the air above it. Simultaneously several Republican senators, in-
cluding Senator Ralph 0. Brewster (R., Maine), who was a delegate to the
Chicago conference, indicated that they would fight to force withdrawal of the
interim agreements signed along with the treaty. Ratification of the treaty
was urged in testimony before a Senate Foreign Relations sub-committee by
William Le Clayton, Assistant Secretary of State (NYT 3/20), and by Robort A.L
Lovett and Artemus L. Gatos, resnectively Assistant Secretaries of the War
and Navy departments (A.P 3/23). Fred Brenckman, Washington representative of
the National Grange, warned the sub-committee (PM 3/27) that two executive
agreements, which he said had been left out of the treaty, gave away soverign
rights, hacked through the tariff wall and threatened to wreck American agri-
culture, industry and national defense as well as aviation.

The Senate Commerce Committee's aviation subcommittee began hearings
on a bill by Senator Pat MoCarran (D., Nevada) to set up an agency known as the
All-A~merican Flag Line,'Inc, which would have a monopoly of operating rights
to foreign countries. The proposal was strongly endorsed by William A,. Patter-
son, president of United A.ir Lines (WSJ 3/23) and was approved in principle by
Juan T. Trippe, president of Pan A~merican Air Lines (3/28). In a letter to*
Chairman Bailey of the Senate Commerce Committee, Secretary of War, Henry Lo
Stimson (11S3 3/24) said it was the opinion of the War Department, on the other
hand, that "multiple U.S. ownership and operation, if reasonably regulated, will
not only make for maximum expansion of our foreign air transport system but will
also tend to produce stronger, more efficient and aggressive operations general-
ly and thus better equip our carriers to maintain the overall competitive posi-
tion of the country."f Senator Bailey (D., N.Carolina) himself attacked the
l.AcCarran Proposal (UP 3/22) as one which "uproots the power of the Pi-esident"
and won't stand the test of Congress." The line would have 4q2OOCOOOOO voting
stock, Senator Bailey pointed out$ stressing that Pan American would be entit]1r0
to 25 per cent. He noted also that the Class B, non-voting stock would be sold
only to United States international carriers, and, except for a small amount
which woiild go to American Export A'irlines, would be ovned entirely by Pan
A~merican.*

SHIPPING

Supporting -Vioe Admircl Emery S. Land's proposal that a "shipping
reserve"t of substantial size be held on ' "inactive duty" against another national
shipping emergency, Frank J. Taylor, president of the American Merchant Marine

SInstitute, declared (NYT 3/11) that these vessels must be set aside for the
same reason that ammunition, cannon anK7 rifles are carefully stored by the
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armed forces, He added that the existence of a well-maintained surplus fleet
might help to discourage future enemies:.

In an article in Ships, a publication of the Shipbuilders Council of
America, Almon B. Roth, preside-nt of the National Federation of A~merican Ship-
ping, urged (NYT 3/28) that the maintenance of an adequate post-war merchant
marine would be an important factot in the expansion of American trade for the
reconstruction of a war-torn w76rldi and would *provide the means whereby American
producers could seek a. "10,0O?00,000,0 market'.

RLDIO AND CALBLE SERVICES

Consolidation of all the international communications services of
the 13 companies operating from the UOS.. in the foreign field into one privately
owned corporate entity was advocated (NYT 3/20) by James Forrestal, Secretary of
the Navy, bi-fore a Senate Interstate Commerce sub-committee which opened hearings
on the proposed merger. The plan called for the establishment of a national
enterprise for the consolidation of all radio and cable services, including
radio-telegraph and radio-telephone, with specifically limited Government
supervision and control of its otherwise independent management and supervision.
Senator Burton K. Wheeler (D, Montana), chairman of the sub-committee, asserted
(NYT 3/25) that post-war consolidation of the overseas servuices of communications
companies operating in foreign fields might be desira~le, but that over any buch
unified system the Governmen+ if in any degree responsible for its operation,
should have complete control-

Ho made the statement at the conclusion of the argument Presented
by Paul A.. Porter, chairman of the Federal Communications Commission, in favor
of unification but against the inclusion, as advocated by the Navy' Department, of
Government officials on tho board of the proposod unified company:. Subsequently
Senator 9heeler declared (ALP 3/25 that facilities for bringing news to the
American press should operate independently of any post-war international co-m-
munications monopoly. Preservation of Press T'ireless, Inc., he said,, was essen-
tial to A'merican policy' in the field of communications. He asserted that he was
opposed to the Navy proposal but would favor government ownershin of a private
monopoly if the Government had to subsidize the monopoly. "I am. doubtful in my
own mind,"t he added,* "whether we should turn over the Government's wartime in-
vest~ent of $250,000,000 in communications facilities abroad to a private monop-
olytt:

SOCIA'L 1NID CIVIC PROBLELIS

JEWILFSH QUESTION

Adelegation claiming to represent 5,000 Protestant clergymen called
at the White House (International News Service 3/14) to enlist President Roose-
velt's aid in opening Palestine in time to save Jewish survivors from "fascist
terror." The petition presented by the group declared that "ther6 can be no
just peace for the world until there is a just peace' for the Jews'" Similar
pleas were made to the British and Soviet embassies-.

If a Jewish National Home is ever to be established in Palestine,
immediate political action by the U.S. is imperative, it was agreed by Senator
Robert A. Taft (R.f Ohio) and Rabbi Aýbba Hillel Silver, of Cleveland, at a
testimonial dinner to Dr. Silver in New York (DM 3/22)o Senator Taft, co-author
of a Senate resolution calling for a Palestine Commonwvealth,*said'any arrange-
ments made at the peace table would be virtually irrevocable-* Dr..Silver said
future world peace will be affected because if the Jewish people remain without
status or national home, "against its own will and without any deliberate action
on its part, it will become a focus of political tension, conflict and distress
which may endanger the peace of the whole Middle East."

At a dinner in New York sponsored býr the New Zionist Organization
of America (NYT 3/19) Col. John Henry Patterson, commander of the Zowish Legsion
in World 1W'Jar 1, scored the British Government's administration in Palestine:.
He said British foreign policy was controlled by "a group of die-hard bureaucrate
in key positions whose hatred for the Jews is equaled only by their greed for
territory and lack of all morality in the attainment of their ends." He called
on the State, Dopartment of this country to "stop following the policies of the
British Foreign Office'*

0 Speaking at a dinner in New Yorl: sponsored by the New Zionist Organi-
zation of America (NYT 3/19) Senator Edward C.' Johnson (D., Colorado) criticized
the recent talks of President Roosevelt, Prime 1.iristuer Churchill and Premier
Stalin at Yalta because of failure to give t-ha Jewish people a definite promise
of a solution of the Palestine poroblem. "I 'Listened with sorrow when the Presi-
dent said in his report to Cong-ress that ho had learned more about the Jewish
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question in five minutes1 talk with Ibn Saud than he could learn othervise,"
said Senatoit Johnson. "This unfortunate remark dramatizes tho spirit in which
the whole subject of Palestine has beon approached by those who would shape the
world of tomorrow,"

HUMLN RIGHTS

President Roosevelt was reported (NYT 3/21) to have expressed
Itsympathy and interest" in proposals for three commissions to be set up in
the world organization byr the San Francisco Conference,*to deal with the
questions of human rights, migrations and statelessnoss'. The proposals were
submitted to the Preside-At by ex-Justice Joseph NI. Proskauer, formerly of the
New York Supreme Court, and Jacob Blaustein, chairman, representing the Lmerioan
Jewish Committee' They announced that their organization had drawn up an inter-
im report and specimen bill of rights w-hich they would present to each indi-
vidual member of 'the A'merican delegation to the San Francisco meeting-, Plans
were being discussed with the State Department to place tho proposal before the
conference and obtain its incorporation in the structure of the United Nations
organ i zation-#

FREE INTERCHLýNGE OF NEWS

In a letter to Joseph Leib, vice commander of the Vincent B'.
Costello Post of the Ž'-Ierioan Legion (LP 3/17) Secretary of State Stettinius
said: "The whole question of freedom of information has been under study
in the Department of State for some time'% It is our view that the acceptance
by the United Natiors of the principle of free access to and free exchange of
information would be an important contribution toward establishing a permanent
peace."

Recalling that the inter-A'merican conference at Me~xico City adopted
a resolution calling for free exchange of information, the Secretary added:

"I think you will agree that the acceptance of the principles 'urged
by the United States delegation at this conference is a long step forward.o"

Elmer Davis, Director of the Office of ~7ar Information, said in
London (iLJP 3/27) that the agoncy plarnned to operate in Europe as long as both
the Japanese and European conflicts lasted, h6ut after the war "we are counting
on the press associations to do the news job'*"

Mr. Davis said 'that the OWI planned to take part in the reoeducatir.n
of Germany af~ter the wiar with "hard facts," but discounted the possibility' that
an official A.merican Government news agency would be set up after the war.-
He said, however, that there was a plan for the State Department to absorb
some of the OWT's information activities, such as gathering texts of speeches
and official docur-Ints, in peacetime'.

In addressing the House (NYT 3/13) Representative Daniel J. Flood
(D., Pennsylvania) called on the San Francisco conferees to insert a world-
wide "freedame-of-the-press" provision in any agreement to which they might
subscribe. He said that in his opinion "availability of news and free com-
munications" would be essential to a lasting peace-,

I . The National Opinion Research Center, University of Denver, Colora-
do, put the following question to a nation-wide cross-section of adults: "Af~-
ter the war, do you think all newspaper reporters should be free to report
everything they see going on in foreign countries, or do you think the govern-
ments of those countries should have a right to keep some reports from being
sent out?" The results were: Reporters should be free to report what theyr
see, 69%; Governments should have the right of censorship, 25%,; Undecided,
100% (Opinion News 3/20). Of' the suggestions recorded, the idea that censor-
ship and secrcy of news may make wars more likely appeared most often~
Of those who commented. on the point that governments should have the right
to censor news dispatches, the most common reaction was that all governments,,
including that efP the United States, had a right to decide what news they
wanted published-,

FISC MLLiNEOUS

COMPULSORY MIUITAýRY TR.-INING IN THE, U.S.

M~iss Dorothy Dotzer, nati-onal secretary of the 17omen's International
League for Peace and Frecdorm and vetercon 77ashington peace leader, appealed to
President Roosevelt (CShI, 3/12-) to rot-%Io the seething compulsoj'y peacetime'
military training issue by getting cons ~ription abolished around the world."
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Miss Detzer was said to have draw~n up her memorandum to the 'White House "be-
cause of her anxiety that the President's endorsement of postwar military train-
ing in the United States last Jan.6 will lead to en'dless international .rivalry
in the establishment of permanent military organizations after the war." It
v~as reported that Miss Detzer had "not received much oncouragomont in her effort
at conscrip+ion abolition thus far, but she is hopeful of interesting Congress
to the extent that it may pass a resolution urging the President to act,'.
Miss Detzer was said to have found that her chief stumbling block was "doubt-
fulness of Russian willingness to adhere to a conscription abolition conventions"

The Philadelphia Conference of the Methodist Church went on record
(UP 3/12) as declaring that anything more than an Army and Navy recruited ob
a voluntary basis in the 'immediate post-war era would invite future wars from
the present Axis nationsi

GERMANY

Reporting on the Yalta Conference in Congress on March 1st, the
President stated, 11 7a did make it cloai at this conference just what uncondi-
tional surrender does mean for Germanyi

"Iti means the toe~porary control of Ger-many by Great Britain; Russia,
France and the United States. Each of these nations will occupy and control
a separate zone of Germany - and the administration of the four zones will be
co-ordinated*in Berlin by a control council composed of representatives of the
four nationss. "Unconditional surrender also means the end'of Nazism and of the
Nazi party - and all of its barbaric laws and institutions, It means the
termination of all militaristic influence in the public, private and cultural
life of Germany. It means'for the Nazi war criminals a punishment that is
speedy and just and severe' It means the complete disarmament of Germany;
the destruction of its militarism and its military equipment; the end of its
production of armament; the dispersal of all of its armed forces; the permanent
dismemberment of the German general staff which has so often shattered the peace
of the worldO It means that Germany w'ill have to make repara'V-ons in kind for
the damage which it has done to the innocent victims of its aggression'o
By compelling relarations in kind - in plants and machinery and rolling stock
and raw materials - wea shall avoid the mistake made after the last war of de-
manding reparations in tha form of money which Germany could never pay. We do
not wa'nt the German people to starve or to become a burden on the rest of the
world'*"

"four objective in handling Germany is simple - it is to secure the
peace of the future worlds Too much experience has showrn that that objective
is impossible if Germany is allowed to retain any ability to wage aggressive var'.J

"That objective will not harm the German people'. On the contrary,
it will protect them from a repetition of the fate which the general staff and
Kaiserism imposed on them'before, and which Hitlerism is now imposing upon
them again a hundred folds It will be removing a cancer from the German body,
which for generations has produced only misery and pain for the whole world*"

Former President Herbert Hoover stated in one of a series of
articles published for the North American Newspaper Alianco Inc., March 28th,
that "Three years ago Mr. Gibson and I proposed that the enemy-states must be
completely disarmed and kept disarmed for an entire generation. We pointed
out one of the groat errors of the Treaty of Vbrsailles in which Germany was
permitted to retain a professional army of 100,000 men, supposedly for pu:ý-
poses of maintaining internal orders She was permitted to have a navy linitod
only in tonnage and typos of ships."1

"We stated that this leeway perpetuated her professional armies and
navies, It perpetuated the warrior caste and all its traditions. It afforded a
skeleton army and -navy of skilled men ready for quick e~kpansion. It insured 1;he
continuity of the general staff with its rhilitary skills brains and ambitions.*
It perpetuated their know-how to make war.s Rdpeated experience with the warrior
caste of these nations in thbir intimidations, agressions, blitzes, and attacks
without even declaration of war should be 'tnough' for the world in this particum
lars We must make a better job of it this time; We should require total dis-
solution of the military establishments of all enemy nations and the substitu-
tion, for purposes oil civic order, of a constabulary of the police type, ex-
cluding the whole officer and military caste from suLch organization. And we
should prohibit the manufacture of arms of any kind-* W6 could thus assure the
disappearance of them and their know-how from the world's And if this were done$
an occupying force of men of the United Nation is of a hundred thousand men in
Germany and a "hundred throuhand in Japan would suffice. But it will need to be
kept there for a generation-.
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Rep. Gore (a*., Tennessee), who recently returned from military service in
Germarny, predicted in Congress on March 19th that half of the population of
Germany after the wiar will crowd into the -third of Germaniy to be under Ameri-
can control in the poet-war years'# He suggested in his spoodh furthermore
that "as permanent security against future Gorman aggression, Germany be
occupied permanently after the war, and the German nation be broken up as a
unified political and military entityot"

Janes B. Conant, President of Harvard University, is the author of an article
in Life (Apr.2nd) in which he states "I submit that if we begin our approach~
to the problem of the disarmament of Germany and Japan by saying what must be
done because of economic repercussions, we have already decided against the
proposition we ttro considering - against the preposition that effective''is-
armament of our enemies is an absolute first condition for w~orld peaco,**To
those who say that Europe will be in chaos for a decade without the rebuilding of
industr~ial Germany, I would reply: which is worse, the scone you depOict or a
third world war?"

The author's special proposals for controlling German industry are
taken largely from the Brookings Institute publication, "The Control of Germany
*and Japan," by Moulton and Marlio. He cited, for example, "th excellent
suggestion that Germany s-main source of electrical power be located beyond
her bordors." In general, Dr. Conant's thesis is'that German industry must be
so weakened that it cannot be used for rearmament! "It would take a miumbcr of
years to rebuild the industrial strength of a nation once that strength has
been destroyed'." Under this plan he points out, military occupation of
Germanrly sould stop eventually, and control be taken over by "a corps of techni-

rel/sponsible to an international organization," He strassoý the importance
of thorough inspection and regular reports to the organization'#

ADDITIONAL PUBLIC OPINION

Fortune for I!1arch contained a lengthy poll conducted by Elmo Roper
on the treatment of Germany after victory? First, a comparison was made be-
tween public opinion in the U.S. regarding the treatment of Germany in
January 1944 and March 1945.

"We have listed a n~umnber of things here that might be done with
Germany when wea are victorious* Do you think the United Nations should or
should not-. January 1944 Survey This survey

Shoild. Should Not Should Shoiild not
Abolish the' Nazi party 87-*91. 3_02% 93,001 l8 1
Completely demobilize the
German army and keep
them from having any army
again 7 7.*2 13.0%. 84ý#71 9-31.
Govern Germany with an
occupation force for sev-
eral years 7 3 *2 11-04% 8 5.51.%3
Break Germany up into
smeller states 29,51. 40-,5% 40'05% 33,71
Prevent the Germans from rebuilding
their steel, chemical and
automotive industries 30-9%. 52;8% 43,0% 41'60%.
Make German labor rebuild
devastated areas in other
countries at the rate
usuailly paid prisoners of war 46'01% 3 1"9 % 6 2'041 21lS%

In his syndicated column of March 22nd, walter Lippmann'stated that
wea are witnessing the disintegration of Gerr.-any as a national state, and ho
goes on. "Then since Germany cannot be built up again as she was unless we
deliberately finance her - wihich we shall not do - and since Europe will still
need Germany but not thd old Germany, the Germans will be given the opportuni-ý,
and no doubt assistance, in building up a different Germany."

In his syndicated column of March 24th he expressed the opinion tP'rt
Germany within herself lacks the means to restore her former industrial systot':,,
which has t(1o be "drastically altered." Ho puts the question thereafterI
whether German economy should be restored by American credits like in the 1920st
in order to make Germany productive enough -to export reparations; or if the in-
dustrial development of the rest of Europe should be taken as "our objective,"
so that Germany would be compelled nnd induced to develop an economic system
which is not an industrially dominan' p-t of European economy. Mr, Lippmann
sees as the evolution of Allied policy te build up Europe before Germany will be
built up again, so that Europe shall not again be economically dependent
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upon Germany, and he G~5es on: "The institutional structure will have been so
broken down everywhere, and in many parts so pulverized, tha~t we cannot yet
imagine how Germany is -to be governed by the Al1lies, and how from the ruin
a German political society is to be constructed again."

Look magazine of March 20th contained an article by Major George
Fielding Eliot in which he expressed the opinion that it seems likely that'there may be no armistice day to mar~k the end of the war against the Nazis, but
that "for years there will be the grim and bloody task of beatinj down the
dwindling but ferocious resistance of desperation and fanaticism',"

In his broadcast ovqr the Blue Network on March 25th, Walter Winch,
ell drew attention to Major Gen. Sohn Frederick Charles Fuller, British'Army
retired, and associated with a New York magazine, the Fascist Quarte-rly, to
which in 1935 Major Gen. Puller contributed articles together with Alfred
Rosenbergo

JAPAN

Little press comment uas noted during the period under review but
a now book by WVilfred Fleisher, formerly Tokyo aorr-espondent of the i~ew York
Havralcl Tribunep entitled "W,1hat To Do W,ýith Japan" (Doubleday, Doran$2.003
was widely revievied 'Summarising its esaam-bials in the Saturday Review of
Literature (3/17), T.A.,Bisson, Reaaearth Assooiate of ri¶hT aI

of Pacific Rolations, said that the program developed by
Mr'. Fleisher Tto,,ie a seTýIes of stringent postwar controls with a minimum
of basic changes in Japun's zooi~ai and z-riýruoJ n iicqre, i

"How Should We Deal With -a Defeated Japan?" was the subject of a
debate organized by America's Town Meeting of the Air and broadcast over thd
Blue Network on March 15-4 Among the'speakers wore Admiral H~ariry E. Ydrnellf
formerly Commander-in-chief of the U.S. Asiatic Fleet, Otto Tolisohus, former
New York Times corresp,-ondent in Tokyo and Mr. 71ilfi'ed Fleisher*6 A -verbatim
account of the discussion appearea in Townm Mveeting,, a bulletin published by
America' s Town Meeting of the 13ir-W

There was a good deal of discussion on the question of 'Pacific Is-
land bases. Broadcasting over the Mutual system (3/14) Cecil Brown, radio com-
mentator, predicted -that at the San Francisco Conference "a proposal will be
made that former Japanese territories should be administered by two or more
powers that serve as trustees."' An Associated Press dispatch from Was-hington
(3/14) also referred to a similar proposal which, the dispatch said, apparently
was discussed at Yalta, Another Associated Press dispatch from Washington
3/24) quoted the Army and Navy Journal ass saying that "no one doubts" that the
U.S. will retain unilateral controlo mandated islands captured from Japan,
despite any proposals for international trusteeship. A~mong the periodicals
which carried articles on the subject were the Saturday Evening Post("Our
Dubious Empire", William L. "Iorden, 3/17) and the American M1agazine 1 NVal
Bases we Must Keep After The War" John Janney, Mlarch ).

Another book which attiactled a good deal of attention was "Solution
in Asia" by Owen Lattimore (Little, Brow.n,'$2'*OO)1 Reviewing it for the
Newi York Herald Tribune '1eekly Book Review, ALT. Stee ole, formerly Far Eastern
correspondent of the Chicago Daily News, wrote: "A'merican thinking about Japan
both before and after Pearl Harbor comes in for acid treatment from Mr. Lat-
timoerss critical pen". He considers it likely that the Japanese people will
over-turn the imperial throne unless we -prevent it, and -thinks that 'w.e would-
make the worst possible mistalhe in trying to use for our 6wn purposes either
the present emperor 'or a successor nominated by us.' For, if Hirohito is re-
tained in apparent power and authority, Japanese militarists 7orking underground
will be able to persuade tho people -that the old system still exists and can
be restored in full,61
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION RE: PROBLEMS OF TRANSFER OF RESPONSIBILITY

Discussions in San Francisco of the chapter of the United Nations

Charter concerning the setting up of a trusteeship system for dependent

territories, reveal a problem with regard to how a territory, at present

administered by a trustee power under a mandate granted after the last war,

can legally be brought within the jurisdiction of the Charter& Attached are

extracts from relevant documents----.-the Versailles Treaty, the Treaty of

Lausanne., the Covenant of the League of Nations, and certain records dis-

cussing the question of *'title~' to the territories, etc*

The working paper on which Delegates of the United Nations are working,

outlines certain principles of administration of dependent peoples under an

International trusteeship system. It does not, and could not state the areas

for which these principles should apply, but it indicates that it is intended

to cover three categories of territories:

1. Lands now held under mandates (unless members of the United Nations)
2. Lands which may be detached from enemy states as a result of this war*
3. Lands which may be voluntarily placed under the system by states

responsible for their administration.

Before any actual territory can, however, be brought within the juris-

diction of' the Charter, some legal arrangements would have to be made with

regard to title and responsibility. In the case of lands which may be de-

tached from enemy states as a result of this war, those states would legally

have to surrender their title, in the case of any future lands voluntarily

placed under the system those holding present titles have the authority to

take action, but in the case of those territories taken from ex-enemy states

following the first world war it is problematic who can take action on their

behalf.

2665
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Those territories "not yet able to stand alone' were ceded to the Principal
(1

Allied and Associated Powers, who appointed certain powers to administer

them under mandates as trustees accountable to the League of Nationso Four

views., at least, arc held., as to where title rests to act for these territories,

Some say that it still rests with the Principal Allied and Associated Powers

to whom the territories were ceded, others say it rests with the powers ap-

pointed as administrators, still others say it rests with the League of Nations

to which the administrators were accountable, and finally., others say it rests

with the people themselves in the dependencies concerned.

In connection with thc last named, a statement of ideals associated with

the name of Lord Lugard might well be recalled, that there is a "dual mandate"t

and that the territories should be administered and developed both for the

benefit of the indigenous inhabitants and for the world as a whole.

The following extracts from relevant documents give, briefly, the back-

ground facts of the problem -- the origin of the mandate system, and various

gracunds for determining where rests title to these dependent territories.

Origin of the Mandates System

Under the Treaty of Versailles, Germany surrendered to the Principal

Allied and Associated Powers (Britain, France, Italy, Japan and the United

States) title to certain dependent areas in Africa and the Pacific, and by

the Treaty of Lausanne, Turkey surrendered, amongst other areas, certain

territories in Asia Minor., such as Syria, Lebanon and Iraq.

Thus Articles 118 and 119 of the Versailles Treaty read:

"OIn territory outside her European frontiers as fixed by the present
Treaty, Germany renounces all rights, titles and privileges whatever in or
67:zr terr~itry which. bý1ongnd t-o hoi- or tb'hcr lis~1'falfll righbs, titles
and privileges whatever their origin which she held as against the Allied and
Associated Power$.:

"Germany hereby undertakes to recognize and to conform to the measures
which may be taken new or in the future by the Principal Allied and Associated
Powo rs, in agreement where necessary with third Powers, in order to carry the
above stipulation into effect*

"In~ particular, Germany declares her acceptance of the following Articles
relating to certain special subjects*" (text continues with Section It
German Colonies eta.)

Article 119: "Germany renounces in favor of the Principal Allied and

Associated Powers all her rights and titles over her overseas possessions*"

1) Specifically, only Germny surrendered her rights and titles ever her
overseas possessions to the Principal Allied and Associated Powers, as will
be seen from Art. 119 of the Versailles Treaty quoted in a following paragraph.
As regards Turkey, it was not stated in Article 16 of the Lausanne Treaty in*
favor of whom she renounced her rights and title..
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And the Treaty of Lausanne in part readst

Article 16: "Turkey hereby renounces all rights and title whatsoev'er
over or respecting the territories situated outside the frontiers laid down
in the present Treaty and the islands other than those over which her sover-
eignty is recognized by the said Treaty, the future of these territories and
islands being settled or to be settled by the parties concerned*'

"tThe provisions of the present Article do tot prejudice any special
arrangements arising from neighborly relations which have been or may be con-
cluded between Turkey-and any limitrophe countries*"

The Covenant of the League in Article 22 laid down the principles of the

mandatory systemp

Article 22: 1. "To those colonies and territories which as a consequence
of' the late war have ceased to be under the sovereignty of the States which for-
merly governed them and which are inhabited by peoples not yet able to stand by
themselves under the strenuous conditions of the modern world, there should be
applied the principle that the well-being and development of such peoples form
a sacred trust of civilization and that securities for the performance of this
trust should be embodied in this Covenant,

2. "The best method of giving practical effect to this principle is that
the tutelage of such peoples should be entrusted to advanced nations who by
reason of their resources, their experience or their geographical position can
best undertake this responsibility, and who are willing to accept it, and that
this tutelage should be exercised by them as Mandatories on behalf of the
Leaguev

3, "The character of the mandate must differ according to the stage of
the development of the people, the geographical situation of the territory, it~s
economic conditions and other similar circumstances.

4. "Certain comimunities formerly belonging to the Turkish Emhpire have
reached a stage of development where their existence as independent nations
can be provisionally recognized subject to the rendering of administrative ad-
vice and assistance by a Mandatory until such time as they are able to stand
alone* The wishes of those communities must be a principal consideration in
the selection of the Mandatory*

50 "Other peoples, especially those of Central Africa, are at such a
stage that the Mandatory must be responsible for the administration of the
territory under conditions which wi.ll guarantee freedom of conscience and re-
ligion., subject only to the maintenance of public order and morals, the pro-
hibition of abuses such as the slave trade., the arms traffic and the liquor
traffic., and the prevention of the establishment of fortifications or military
and naval bases and of military training of the natives for other than police
purposes and the defense of territory, and will also secure equal opportunities
for the trade and commerce of other Members of the League#

6, "There are territories, such as Southwest Africa and certain of the
South Pacific islands, which,. owing to the sparseness of their population, or
their small size, or their remoteness from the centers of civilization., or
their. geographical contiguity to the territory of the Mandatory, and other
circumstances, can be best administered under the laws of the Mandatory as In-
tegral portions of its territory,, subject to the safeguards above mentioned
in the interests of the indigenous population*.

70, aIni every case of m~andate# the Mandatory shall render-to the Council
an annual report in reference to the territory committed to its charge,*

8. "The degree of authority, control,, or administration to be exercised
by. the Mandator y shall, if' net previously agreed upon by Members of the League,
be extplicitly defined in each case by the Councile..
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9e A permanent Commission shall be constituted to receive and examine

the annual reports of the Mandatories and tc advise the Council on all matters
relating to the observance of the mandates*

It will be seen that Article 22 of the Covol-i,ý.t -Itt~i.l.s 1-r.n.'atos into three

types later designated as *'A", "B", and "C" mandates according to whethur they

fall under Section 4. 5 or 6 above recorded*

Title to the Mandated Territories

It is difficult to say exactly with whom title rests to the mandated terrn-

toriesp categories "B" and "C". i~e. territories not able to stand on their own

feet and which for indefinite periods were placed under the administration of

mandate powers, It is clear that (1) the dlefeated Powers surrendered their title
1)

to the Five Principal Allied Powers, (2) that these Powers then allocated the

mandates which were defined and confirmed by the Council of the League of

Na tie ns Q

It mybe pointed out that as far as "C" mandates were concerned, Article 22

of the Covenant provided that they could be "1best administered under the laws of

the mandatory as integral portions of its territory*" This phrase has been

variously interpreted, Field Marshal Smuts holding, for example, that this meant

that actual sovereignty resided in the mandatory power, while others have con-

tested this interpretationg

The following two extracts give a picture of some of the divergent views on

the question: the first is an extract from the official record of the League

of Nations, the second is an authoritative appraisal of the views of various

international juristsq

As example of official statements, M, We Rappard, Director of the Mandates

Section of the League of Nations, in his report in 1921 said in part:

"During the w ar the colonial problem presented itself very
clearly@ The enemy states, former sovereigns of the territories
which were to be subsequently placed under Mandates, had been
accused of mal-adaninistration and abuses of every kind. A hope
of freedom had been kindled in the populations of these terri-
tories. It was impossible, therefore, once the peace was signed,
to return to the status quo ante, such a solution could not have
been adopted, for practical reasons, while annexation pure and
simple would have been in contradiction with the principles which
secured the victory to the Allies, The Mandatory System formed a
kind of compromise between the proposition advanced by the advo-
cates of annexation, and the proposition put forward by those who
wished to entrust the colonial territories to an international ad-
ministration*

"From these facts certain general principles might be dedluced,

'T)- Any consideration of the problem of legal title to mandated territories will
also have to take into account the fact that the five Principal Allied and Asso-
ciated Powers include Italy and J*-' ;n, which during the present war were enemy
sta~tes. In the measure that the Principal Allied and Associated Powers of the
last war may be regarded as having any rights in respect of the mandated terri-
tories, Italy and Japan are precisely in the same posi 'tion as Great Britain,
France and the United States, Such countries do not lose those rights merely by
the fact of becoming enemy states or even by the- fact of being defeated, Their
rights may be considered to exist until they have been extinguished, esg. in peace
treaties with Italy and Japan*
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"tThe Mandatory Powers had assumed a responsibility similar
to that of a guardian with respeot to his ward. The interests
of the natives were therefore of primary importance, and the
rights of all the Mernbers of the League of Nations must always
be respected. It was in order to comnilete the League of Nations
by a work of pacification that these colonies were entrusted to
certain Powers,- subject to their securing equal opportunities
for the trade and commerce of all the members of the League, and
subject also, to their being responsible to the League. Great
moderation was exercised in this respect: the Mandatory Powers
were only obliged to submit to the Council a single annual report
on their administration,"

M. Rappard then proceeded to analyze Art. 22.....

"XPhat then -had been done since the Co-venant entered into
force? A question of principle had been settled regarding the
competence of the Supreme Council and of the Council of the
League, respectively. The former German possessions had not
been handed over - in virtue of the Treaties - to the League
of Nations, but to the Principal Allied and Associated Powers.
As to the former Turkish possessions, the Treaty of Sevres,
which had not yet been ratified, laid down that these should
be ceded to the Principal Allied Pow~ers. It was the Supreme
Council, therefore, which had disposed of these territories
and which had divided them between the so-called Mandatory
Powers, This took place at Versailles and at San Reome........

M. Rappard *#***pointed out that the allocation of the
territories was an accomplished fact w~hich did not concern
the League of Nations, nor consequently the Commission. The
allocation of the mandated territories had been made by the
Supreme Council, and it was for the Council of the League of
Nations to determine the manner in which Art. 22, was to be
applied. (L.O.N, Permanent 1Mandates Commission. Minutes of
the First Session, held in Geneva, Oct. 4-8, 1921. C-416.
M.296. 1921, Ti.)

With regard to views of international jurists, Professor Quincy W7right in

his book "Mandates under the League of Nationso (1930 Chicago University Press)

says in part:

"*No less than ten theories of the location of sovereignty
have been offered,, though many of these have a close-enough
affiliation with others to admit of a grouping under four
heads, which attribute sovereignty to

a) the Principal Allied (and Associated) Powers
b) the mandatories
c) the mandated communities
d) the League......

"Our examination of about fifty juristic discussions of the
mandates system though affording clear evidence that no doctrine
as to the location of sovereignty has been generally accepted
does indicate some tendencies. Jurists are inclined to divide
on national lines. Americans and Englishmen have often attri-
buted sovereignty to the Principal Aýllied and Associated Powers
though the latter have frequently favored the mandatories,
Theories of divided and suspended sovereignty, frequently in-
fluenced by the analogy of trusteeship, have been especially
prominent among the Anglo-Saxcons* Germans and Austrians, im-
pressed by the phrase "mandate in behalf of the League" have
nearly always attributed sovereignty to the League, while
French jurists, greatly influenced by the analogy of "tutelage",
have been inclined to regard the mandated communities them-
selves as sovereign., though a few French writers are to be
found in every groupo. Italians, like the Anglo-Saxcons, have
tended to attribute sovereignty to the Principal Powers or to
the mandatories# The latter opinion has very seldom been main-
tained in juristic wrritings from other non-mandatory nationali-
ties., though publicists of a cynical disposition have done so,
especially Americans*
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"Theories that attribute sovereignty in full or in part to
the League of Nations are supported by the largest number of
jurists distributed over the largest number of nationalities,,
and have steadily gained in adherents. Juristic writings from
1924~ to 1928 havo more often accorded sovereignty to the League
of Nations than those from 1920 to 1924~. Second in number of
adherents is the theory vosting at least "'virtual" sovereignty
in the mandated communities themselves, and this also has in-
creased in relative popularity as the years have passed.,

~'*The theory attributing sovereignty to the Principal Powershas continued to find supporters, and they are distributed
among a large number of nationalities,

S~hile at first jurists, especially of the Mandatory Powers,
inclined to attribute sovereignty to the mandatories, the defi-
nite position against this theory taken officially by the League
and the Mandatory Governments has made it hardly tenable and few
have asserted it in recent years., Those that have, consider it a
qualified sovereignty w!l~ich does not amount to '"annexation" of the
territories or partial sovereignty shared with the League or with
the native communitiess..a.11,

LIST OF LEA&GUE BMANDATES IN 1939

Territories subject to an "A" Mandate:

The Lebanon )
Syria under the Mandate of France.

Palestine)
Trans-Jordan under the Mandate cf the United Kingdoms

/71FR ICA_ý7

Territories subject to a "'B" Mandate:

Togoland)
The Cameroons ) under the Mandate of the United Kingdoms,
Tanganyika)

Togoland une)h adaeo rne
The Cameroons ~ udrteMnaeo rne

Ruanda-Urundi ) Under the Mandate of Belgium.

Territory subject to a "C" Mandate:

South West Africa under the Mandate of the Union of South Africas,

ýTHE PACIIFTf

Territories under a "C Mandate:

The Marianas., Caroline, and Mvarshall Islands,- under the Mandate of Japan*

Now Guinea (north-eastern part), New Ireland, New Britain and the Solomon
Islands, under the Mandate of Australia.

Nauru, under the Mandate of the British Empire exercised through Australia.

Western Samoa, under the Mandate of New Zealand,

1)
Essential Facts about the League of Nations; Tenth

edition., revised (Genevat Information Section, 1939)
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~e o naterery aft-the governmensef of Australia. Eegium.07Canda. Chi~na. Czeohaolaoakia. France, Great Britain.~ Greecce, Ind a, Laxerabourt. Thre Netherlands. Nmw

R1 Z land, Norway, The Philippinines, Poland. South
L Atfrisa and Yugoslavia; the Danish Legation and

t0. t1, noeg en~me t of tihe Unite d $tntn as t America.

AVTER *SIrNING A CEiARTER

Some notea on prob1gms of the interim period from the date
of agreement upon a Charter until the fo~ptaation of a World
Organization: comparisons with 1919f

Before the UNCIO Conference at San Franoisco closes, a charter for

the general United Nations orgaaiization will be signed, but some time will

elapse before that document is ratified and the organization will come into

formal existence. In the meanwhile, questions will arise such as the form-

ation of a preparatory staff , arrangements for a permanent Secretariat,

custody of the archives of the present Conference, and selection of a seat

for the new organization oea In this connection some parallels with what

happened after World War I mfay be useful,

On April 28th 1919s tho Peace Conference at Paris unanimously adopted,

a draft Covenant for the League of Nations, but it was not until nearly 260

days later, on January 10th, 1920,. that the Covenant came into for-eel A

special commission of the Peace Conference, under the chairmanship of Pros-~

ident Wilson, had prepared this draft Covenant of the League4 While no

general conference of nations was called to discu~ss the Covenant, as is the

case for the Uhited Nations Charter today, some opportunity was given to the

public to expuess views and suggest changes through the publication of the

Dr~aft Covenant of February lhthq Their views were reflected to a certain

extent, in the var~ious amendments, approved by the Conference on April 28th,

l919iii

The League Covenant,. though it did not become operative Obtil the

following January-, made prevision for an immediate start by namikigi in an

annex, the first Secretary-General, Sir Jamios Eric Drummnond*,

Sir Eric Drummend, as secretary to Mr. (afterwards Lord) Balfour of

the British Delegation, had for some time *ej~keý j.-*,< preparatory commi~ttee,

including officials of several delegations at the Peace Conference, who

had met reglikarly while the Covenant was being drafted and had worked out

detailed plans for-oerganization and staff9
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The site for the League, Geneva, was also named in the Covenant,

Lausanno., Geneva, Aix-la-Chapelle, Constantinople, Vienna and The Hague

had previoubly been mentioned, The Belgian representative, Mr. Hymans,

had conveyed '"the great desire of the Belgian Government and a large number

of Belgian organizations that Burssels should be the seat of the League&*

President Wilson however was strongly in favor of Geneva as the site, and

when submitted to a veote, at one of the working commissions, in Paris, on

April 11th, 1919, the site at Geneva was supperted by USA, Great Britain,

Italy, Japan, Serbia, Gec, Roumania, and Brazil, and the selection of

Brussels for the site was supported by France, 'Belgium, Chta Czechoslovakia,

and Portugal. The decision thus fell in favor of Geneva*

Creation of the Secretariat

Sir Eric Drummond was named the first Secretary-General of the

League, in an annex to the draft Covonont adopted on April 28th, 1919. Ho

was authorized to start irmeodirtely the work of organizing the League of

Nations. In an interview granted to a Central News representative on May

30th, 1919, he made the following statement:

"4The League has no official or legal existence until the irroaty
,of Peace is signed and ratified. An examination of the terms of
the Treaty will show, however, that as soon as its provisions be-
come effective, certain duties at once will devolve upon the Leaguoe...

It is, therefore., clearly necessary to maeo general provisions
for the immediate and effective action of the League, To this pur-
pose I am selecting the personnel of the Secretariat, Any scheme
of organization must be approved by the Committee appointed by the
Plenary Conference, and all appointments 'ratified by the Council.
We are working out plans for a truly international Sodretariat. Its
members will have an international character of mind, They must
divest themselves of national preconceptions. Its members are not
to be appointed by or to be regarded as the representatives of their
respective nations. When important national interests are involved,
it will be found essential that Prime Ministers and Foreign Secretaries
should attend meetings of the Council and Assembly.

The Secretariat must show an entirely impartial aspect. There
must be one guiding principle, that of securing really first-rate
men and women interested heart and soul in the success of the League.
Their quick response is the finest augury for the League's success."

The first formal approval of tho plans for the crgani~ati,#nn is con-

tOainoi in a report ~i~e*dby the British Representative, Mr, A, J. Balfour,

and adopted by the Cotindil of the League of Nations, meeting in Rome, May 19th,

1920. Extracts from this report run as follows:

"IThe Secretary-General of the League was appointed by the Treaty of
Versailles*..*,
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Soon after the appointment was thus made by treaty, the
Peace Conference, acting in plenary sessionappointed. a
Committee to deal with the first stages of organization. Tho
Committee represented tho nine Powers who sent representatives
to the Co~uncil. Monsieur Pichon, then Foreign Minister of
France, prosided. They gave nuthority to the Socrotary-Genoral
to make the necessary arrangements for the appointment of a
staff, and they also fixed the amount of his remuneration....

As soon as these preliminary stops were accomplished, the
Secretary-General set to work to collect the nucleus of his
staff.",

Interim Site for the Secretariat

Pending the provision of permanent quarters, the British Gov-

ernment provided temporary quarters in London. A member of the staff

of that time, Mr. Arthur Swoctsor, describes those first days as follows:

"Twro buildings wore made available by the British Government
as the original home of the Loaguo~s Secretariat, The first
was Sundorland House on Curzon Stroot.....Tho seco'nd, provided
laýter as the staff expandod, was a converted building fronting
on Picadilly .... Tho staff soon obtained in those very British
surroundings their first sense of homogeneity, tcgothor with
certain British methods, particularly as rogards correspondence,
filing, document distributicn, which fo-llowed on to Geneva and
became a permanent part of the organization."

Financing the Interim Secretariat

First plans for financing the proposed League were to divide

the costs in the proportions of co~ntribution to the Universal Postal

Union. Later experience showed that this had to be modified and division

of costs worked out en a more equitable basis. There were no specific

proevisions,howcver, for financing the interim. Secretariat. The British

government however, granted credits against expectc-! repayments, other

co'ntributions came from France.

Problems of early finance are described in the following extract

from "'the Origin, Structure, and Wforking of the League of Nationsý' by

C. Howard-Ellis, (Boston 1928).

'uigits first months of existence the League had no permanent
quarters - for it was touch-and-go whether Switzerland would
become a member - was provisionally housed in LondOn and lived
precariously on over-drafts from the bgnk and advances from the
British and French governments.'.2
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Conclusion

It will be seen that no time was wasted in the development of

the League Organization. The Draft C..venant was approývel on April 28th,

1919, the Secretariat started work on Juno 10th, 1919o The Covenant

came into operatiltL on January 10th, 1920, the first session of the

Council was openod in Paris on January 16th, 1920.
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